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PREFACE

As academic: institutions encounter financial stress. the role of
planning in colleges and universities becomes more and more important.
Resource ailocation, the appropriate use of people and other ways to
achieve eyst:Iencie becorne the foQus, of Josttutional admoistration.
Discussion of the planning process on three levels, strategic. tactical,
and operationai and the use of technology in planning were the emphases
of the spring 1975 EDUCOM Conference_

Following an initial address On the importance of planning and the
changing style of management in colleges and universities by keynoter
Richard M Cyert. various prepared papers developed the themes of using
technology in planning at the strategic, tactical, and operational leveis.
Presentations on planning f or technology (computing and television)
rounded out, the program and workshops provided an opportunity to
explore specdic examples.

These papers in edited form have been collected and printed in this
proceedings. Further information on applications discussed in the papers
m this volume can be obtained directly from lhe author of each
presentation. Names and addresses of all conference participants
including the speakers are listed in Appendix A.

On behaif of all conferees. I sincerely thank the Conference Chairman
and Program Committee for developing such an excellent program.
Richard Van Horn, Vice President 'tor Business Affairs. Carnegie-Mellon
university. served as ceairman of the Conference and was assisted by:
James Emery, Executive nirec`for. Planning Council on Computing in
Education and Research EDUCOM; Kenneth King, Dean for Computer
Systems, Board of Higher Education; CUNY; and Fred Rogers, Head,
Planning and Analysis. .Ca;ininteiMellon University. The plans and



expectatiols 01 the Program Cornrnitta were ably fulfilled by the
speakers and the workshop leaders, to eac-h of rem would hke to

extend special appreciation.

Henry Chauncey
EDUCOM President
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INTRODUCTION

radition iersiti es have not been managed at all . . . We must
operate in more deliberate aa , utihze most eifectively the

resources at our command These words from keynoter Richard M.
CyFt 9p.: the tone for a trioroudh discussion of the planning process in
colleges and uriii,er:-.-,mes and the relevance ot technology to that process
in 1975. Although many administrators might argue today against any
kind of planning because of uncertainties facing each college and
university. one must recognize that an institution has to be prepared to
act effectrvely over a wide range of possible events.

Papers presented at the EDUCOM Spring 1975 Conference, which have
been edited and collected in this volume, address issues related to
planning with and for technology in Higher Education. Following the
keynote by Richard M. Cyert, William Massy, Stanford University,
doscnbes the developrnnent and use of a computer based model at
Stanford University for strategic planning, Edmund T. Cranch, Cornell
University, roview.s implementation of the planning process, at the long
range or strategic level. with particular emphasis on recent experience 91
Cornell Universtty. In a strategic planning exercise at Cornell, data bases
covering current experience at the institution were employed to generate
alternative project ions for the future.

Planning for television and computer resources is a special application
of the planning process. Forowing an overview of this procr by

Franklin Patterson, Boyden F'rofessor, University of Massachusetts.
Bruce larsignan. Stanford University, describeS the Public Service Satel-
Ige Consortium which is a recently developed cooperative group of users
or potential users of satellite communrcations, Robert Scott, Director of



tnt -mmation PrAssing Services, M.I 1, Outlines, in a later preeentation,

the factors to consider in planning for computer use in collegeS and

cHU vet-soles 31 t ne various levels of planning.
Specific esairpies of planning in individual institutions nighlighted the

-workshops helot tnroughout the conference. Summaries of each work-

shop have peen made and sent directly to conference participants. For

urrher information on these informal discussions, readers are referred to

Aorkshop leaders liSted in Appendix B. A compiete listing of all
conferees names and addresses appear in Appendix A.

Traditional functioning of colleges and universities as highly decen-

tratitpd organrzations was possible and often productive durind a period

of fast growth and adepuate resources. During the 1970s however, when

-esources are decreasing and enrollments declining, institutions must
tie,ielop methods of planning at all levels in order to survive and develop

centers of excellence. This volume give5 some perspecuve on usulg

ierIhnOlogy to enhance an InStitution's planning and budgeting process

LE,f1'-"0,vuly IiIrsI-IQ Institutional goals.

Richard Van Mc rn

Coo toren ce Chairman
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A Style of
University

anaging a

CHAPTER 1
by RICHARD M. CYERT

As academic institutions encounter financial stress, they develop more
interest in their own management. Looking closer into the subject, they
recognize that there are really far fewer management differences betyween
business f irms and academic institutions than nave been presumed. One
of the areas that business firms have emphasized but academic
institutions have ignored is planning. In the halcyon days of the '60s,
when rs:oiieees and universities turned many students away, nobody
_needed to plan and nobody did; one interesting example is the amount of
curistruction undertaken on both private and public campuses without
sufficient planning. These buildings were designed only for the next day
instead of for next week or next year, and new, as growth tapers off and
evon turns down, colleges begin to find themselves with excess capacity.

Many administrators and faculty members will argue today against any
kind of planning because of the uncertainties facing an institution,
primarily uncertainties in enrollment and operating funds. A planner must
first recognize that since uncertainties will always exist, he needs to put
the organization in such a potion that it can act effectively over a range
of possible events. More specifically, planning consists of setting some
goals. devising some strateWes to reach those goals, and developing
organizational processes to implement those strategies,

Setting Goats
The first step in planning must be the setting of goals. which is obviously
not a simple matter. There are always constraints on the goals. In most
business firms, as James March and I argued some years ago, the goals
tend to be set by a bargaining process among the coalition running the
Organization. To some extent this is also true in academic institutions.
But it a univuSity has two Nobel Prize winners in a Certain discipline, it is

7
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ri A STYLE OF MANACiIN5 A UNIVERSITY

ine Of its In ng-range doak vnil he to abandon that f

titoat.thess, hc,-,,4 wen or badly the department fits into the rest of the

,nstitution Other constraints will come from the financial resources and

c,eople airead, Inc! organization
if Ine c,oais Ore to be made explicit, which 5 the condition for their

being veful somebody inust start the process of determining them. and

this should be th e. chief executive. Unless the cruet executive is

iJommitted to planning, anp unless he is prepared to follow the plan, all of

anning activity wdi De mere facade, The executive's statement of the

Ji(-; D diSCuS5C in detail and refined by the coalition managing

ini2ation fOb will differ in makeup depending upon the

It is also useful to have inputs in the relining process

or major constituents of the university trustees. faculty
mvl almn The completed goal statement will be hierarchical,

thi o' goals will have different degrees of specificity
it,fferf-,rit organizational units. A totally developed goal

it-xr, basic, tor a broad and detailed set of plans.(4)

vising Strategies
The next step in the planning process is the development of a Set of

strafewes that will link the organization to the achievement of the goals-

The implicit assumption in this second process is that the planners are

already aware ot the universIty's resources, They are basically trying tO

find strategies that will Map these resources into the goal structure, The

result will again be a hierarchy of strategies that will relate the overalt

goals of the organizalici to those of the subon Strategies may range

from a tuition, scale, and program portfolio at the aggregate level to fields

of emphasis in partIcular departments at the more micro level of

planning.

Devetoping Organizational Processes

The next step in the process is to devise the means by whiCh these

strategies can be implemented. Each micro or budget unit must develop

specific plans with the necessary personnel, program, and financial

valueS for a five- 'year period. The plan tor the first year should become the

budget for that year and should be revised annually, with each current

year's plan becoming the subsequent year's budget. More acCurately,

these plans should be regarded as the unIt'S budget requests Since
financtal constraints may not allow the organization to fund the request

fully. These plans should become the basis for the total program and

financial planning tor operating the university over a five-year period. The
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capitai budget must be added to the operating plans for the five-year
period to derive the total financial requirements. Of course, the total plan
at the micro unit will include the number of faculty members needed and
the estimated number of students who will enroll.

This kind of planning should utilize the academic and business
departments. The overall framework in which the planning is done may be
determined centrally, but a great deal of the work has to be done at the
individual departmental level. This carries with it some potential
dif ficulties if the Organization is unable to carry through on the plans.
There is a danger of disillusionment and frustration at the departmental
level if no results are evident after the amount of effort required in the
pianning, hut such a risk i&-riecessary.

a

Exploring Variahles
At this point one of the best uses to which the planning data can be put

is to attempt a series ol computer simulations or analyses exploring
changes in the different variables. NOHEMS has developed several
approaches to the prooess.(7) Models such as CAMPUS or DECADE off er
alternatives.(3) And Massy and his colleagues have developed several
financial planning models for use at Stanford. The key point here is the
need for a mechan Ism to explore alternalives in the context of a multiyear
plan and the need for a framework within which to collect and organize
planning data.

One of the secrets of managing the planning process is to remain
flexible and not force the organization to follow rigidly a specified plan
that is clearly obsolete Frequently, an academic unit will _see a series of
paths it might wish to tollow. A,fter a while it will be known if the present
path is productive; if it is not. the unit may wish to move to anOther area.
It is possible by means of the basic data provided by the computer to
make assumptions about possible paths depending upon the degree of
success of the particular one being followed.(2) in all of these planning
procedures it is crucial to have appropriate programs On the computer,
ranging from pure data storage for retrieval to anatysis to simulation.
Modern planning rias developed along with computer capacity, and it is

now virtually impossible to do a sophisticated job of planning without the
help of a computer.

Monitoring Performance
The next step in the planning process is tc, develop measures to

monitor performance These are the basis for determining an organiza-
tion's progress in achieving its objectives. They may signal a change in

1 2



II) A STYLE OF M NAGIING A UNIVERSITY

reso urce aliocat i on betacSe of the success or fai lure of plans. Such
measures are dif ficult lo develop and gen erally have not been handled

well in academic organizations. The measure should be an index number
in w rich all etievariablea of performance for which the dean, for exam olej

is responsiote are included. These should be w eighted in some system
accptable to al! adrriinistrators involved. Thus, a system might nclude:

nurnber of bachelor's degrees awarded: number of Rth 0, degrees

awarded , perhaps on a Der.faculty-mernber basis,. some measurerment of

research output ; some ind icat ion of budget perforrnanoe; and an

indication of the general rat ng dr ranking of the school in relation to
corn peti tors,

The d illiculty lies in def ring the pat ity of perlorniance, or mere
specifically, in measuri ng the quality of education and research.
Research quality is, perhaps easier to measure than that of ed ucat ion

because of the high correlation between q uantity and quality of

pub l ical ions .(5) Cue! ily 0 1 research in this context would be mos ured by
the qua! ity of th e journal s in which t be research result s are published.
Other, more sophist leered measures would be desirable. Citations in
other art icles and books nnigh t se rue as a measure of quality, but they are
expensive and t i me-consuming t o ascertai n.

The measurement of 0 uali ty in education is more di thou II, however.
the quality of the teaching is often measured by student questionnaires,

but that system is Iraqi!" I wi th great clang er.(13) The best approach is to
measure the actual outcome of t he teaching process.(1 ) The pro hien) of

tirn ng u5 otniously important i n such in easu rernents. In professional

schools , for exaciple, the best standard rn ighl be success in the chosen

prof ess i on f ive, ten, or twent y years after graduation, measured by such

criteria as salary or organizational role. hort -range measures involve

lest ing and must deal vvith all the attendant problems of that field.
Nevertheless, some for m of oulco re (measure is necessary in an

evaluation index.

Corriplvmentary Plan5
Until now we rave been discussing Only a broad type of pi anni ng. This

might be called deve10 pment of the strategy and structure of the

org anizatioo, arid in son e sense it m ight be viewed as the organ izati on's

major plan. A sehes of complementary plans must also be developed. For

example, the management of cash requires a planning process of at least
one fiscal year in duration, i n which the receipts and disbursements of
cash are analyraA arid forecast on a monthly basis. The cash-f i ow plan

enables an organization to invest its cash in stort-term securities in an
ef fective manner and iseeps it f rom developing serious problems in its
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cash accou nt. Similar examples are a fac ulty tenure plan and person net
flow p lans for retirement, promotion, etc

The _iniversity's Endowment
Another area of impOrtance in planning relates tofheendorne,itofa

university. The optimal way to plan is to start with 0 set of expect ed
expenditures f rom an endowment i ncorne over a period of about t en

years. If it is going to be meaning ful this expenditure Flan must, of

course, be tied to the other p tanning process of the organ i on. (2) This

pattern of expenditu res should be put into a simu lation model trial
involves the c urrent portfo lio of the enclowMent and makes sorie
assumptions based on historical fact about the stock market and the
bond market (if both exist in the portfolio ).(O Out el a simulation of this
type, i n wh ich t he goa I for the five- or ten-year period is soecit ied In Ins

of a desired value f or the endowment at the end ol the period, the
simulation model can deterrn ice the clegree of risk that sho uld be tAkero in
t he pork' i 0. Tnis deg ree of risk becomes a factor for t re rnanager9 of the
organ ization's endow rment in sett in g an i nvestment

The basic plan f or the endowment should lnel ode a rnetriod of

evaluating the performance of the endow merit manager, such as Qett
inforrnation about the performance of thoSe who are inanaling Portfol los
si rnilar to t he university's. Too often the tendency Pas Peen simply to tern
the endow rent over to the manager, trusting in the oulcorne vvithout
measuring perf ormance.

R.adical Alterratives
The planning process itself tends to be a somewhat onservat ive

operat -The tendency Is to plan along t he lilies that olready exist in the
organ ization. T here is usual I y pressu re to complete the plans q uickly,and

this pressure tends to eliminate attention to an item like otganlzatioral
structure. Also , under these condit ions, t he process of plann ing eeldorn
leads to t he abandonment of any act i vities. That is why a radical

departure from normal operations must be hand led at the top level of

planni ng. !Yore important, however, II is probably heces6ary to have a

special session or to allocate specif ic time when there mill be an ef fort on
the part of the relevant people in the organization to think of radical

ar ternatives. Such sessions should be freewheelin g ones iro the sen se t hat

anyone can bring up items, but there should also be a planned agenda of

iterits about which in novative ideas are needed, In such a session it Is
desirable to have access to a simulation of tire organization so matt for

example, estimates of the savings and costs torn dropping units can be

14



12 A STYLE OF N1ANAGING A UNIVERSITY

determined q uickly. Similarly, a simulation can be helpful In determining
the way a new organizational structure might function.

Another problem that does not receive attention during the.cenven-
tional planning process is the organization's entrepreneurial activity.
During the usual planning process it is unlikely that deans or department
heads will look at the development of nondegree programs, the
establishment of a night school, or other operations that differ from the
normal. Now, , however, when universities need alternative sources of
income, this kind of activity is particularly important. It is desirable to
attend to such activities directly through special planning sessions
devoted specifically to the topic. They should be organized in a fashion
similar to that of the radical departure sessions.

Conclusion
In all of this activity, we are talking about a style of managing a

university. Traditionally, universities have not been managed at all. They
have tended to function as highly decentralized organizations in which
deans and department heads essentially operated in an autonomous
fasion. This kind of operation was possible and even productive when
there were plenty of students and adequate resources. Unfortunately,
those days are no longer here, and we must now operate in a more
deliberate way in order to utilize most effectively the resources at our
co rn ma nd
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CHAPTER 2,
by WI LLIAM F . MASSY

Stanford University

Planning and Modeling in
Higher Education

Altitudes Toward Planning in Academe
The critical importance of planning in higher education has never been

more clearly manifest. The year 1975 is a time of great financial pres.sure,
perhaps unprecedented, on colleges and universities. More irnpoilard,
is a lime of t t to some basic acudrnic values; some would say the
viabifity of the academic enterprine itself is at stake. Planning's challenne
is not lust to alleviate the current pressures, But to assure that the'
traditions of independence, creativity, and intellectual excellence survive
and hopefully .orosper during the years ahead.

_Until fairly recently the:concept of planning o-r at least planning in an
activist role by the central administrat ion of a university, was viewed as
unnatural if not suspect. If is tempting to assume that the contrary view
now has been widely adopted. But its still an uphill pull for a number of
very good reasons that are relevant to one therne Here'S what some of the
skeptics say about planning.and the application of analytical tools to
academic adminetraTion.

Centralized planning is dangerous because it takes the initiative away
from those best able to &xercise it: the faculty, department chairmen,
and the deans of individual schools.

_There is fear that authority will be exercised by the wrong people, fven
f the process is highly participative, the hoops and hurdles of a formal
planning process may tend to drive out acadeMic creativity and

judgement in a manner described by Gresham's Law.
Detailed and scientific modeling schemes that are often associated
with centralized planning will make it difficult for profound Put
qualitative judgements to maks themselves felt.
Another titort quotatIOn illustrates the point.
The success which this elegant model bas had is matched only by

15
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16 PLANN INC AND MOliELING IN HIGHE EDUCATION

iL failure to predict correcty the actual course of eventsa hne
ilAustraiion of the . . . maxim that a model is never defeated by facts,
however damagiing, but only by artotheir model.
This argument takes force from the fact that the most important

judgements an acedemlic institution has to make are' value /laden and
qualitative. Models used indiscriminately represent unfair and undesira-
ble con'ipetihon

Planniing doesn't work anyway. We've been pia ning. for live years and
took at the mess we're in now!
This view is not necessarily irrational. In a highly uncertain wortd it may

be better to design a control system that relies on prompt response to
feedback than to try to cuogram everm through detailed planning. In

addition, there are rest, and to some ement justified, threats, to the

credibility of nigher education adrnmistrators and the planning process

we try to lead. A n trnportent question is whether imperfect 'planning leads

to more er less stabdity and gredicNib6lity of expenditure's roan periodic

reaction to environmental events.
Other, less reasonable, objections are also raised in oppoLitiort to the .

application of planning principles in higher 'education. These may stern

from inherent mistrust of adminintration or administrators, a desire to
preserve !he flatus quo tol 'stonewalling" or "no nothirtgism," or from
sim ple igndra Ace or m,sunderstandingabout planrilni principles or about

the specific probiems facing, the institution, These less reasonable
objections, wtien dominant, are hardly a credit to academic ralues and
traditions. 'lowever, they should not be confused with the manifestation

of differing values, and ludgementS pursued vigolously and in good faith,

wnieh make any process of university deciston-maliiing an intense

experience.
Planning, as defined here, was not realty necesSary as long as the

resources available to academia 'were abundant and growing, Only five

years ago the idea of reexamining the base budget in a formal multi lea!'

context vies seriously introduced at Stanford University. Prior to that tirrie

the planning process was incremental, relatively informal, and highly

decentralit ed.
Years of decentralization and incremental budgeting kid to some

specif ic o,risequenceS tor Stanford, First, the process was extraordi-

narily effective in developing teachingaind research programs of very high

quality. This point cannot be stressed enough, academic effectiveness
clearly can be enhanced and even! Maximized. But the, process alsoi
generated -what Dr. Cyert has termed "organlzatidnal slack." Strict? 1970,

Stanford has cut some $.13 million out of the budget base with Mile serlOrus

effect on academic programs. Becauie these cute have come from both

the administration and the academic departments, it would be wrong to

Say that one group or the other were rnore inclined to slack building

14



PLANNING AND IletiODELING IN HIGHER EDUCATION 17

Curing the golden age of resources. The main quttion onw, of course, is
how much further the iristitution can go without more dramatic and
serious consequences.

ii seems clear that higher education w Hi have to ,e concerned with
efficiency as well as effectfveness in the years to c_,.ie. The importance
01 this dual goal underlies the current stress on accountability.to state
and federal f unding sources, to students who pay tuition, to donors, and
even to oneself.. Higher education has become too large a user of the
society's resources to expect different treatment, especially in a time of
diminishing enrollments and increasiing competition from other societal
programs. The problem istolin d a ,way to be reasonably efficient without
sacrificing overall effectiveness, especially on the non-quantitative
dimensions that are essential to an institution's mission. The planning
process, and the proper rote of modeling in it, of fer one solution-

A group of my colleagues at Stanford have been worKing hard to
develop planning processes and models that meet these challenges. The
following paragraphs describe the models, S(Orne of the implications that
can be drawn from them, and tele process by which they have come to
have a certain amount of influence at Stanford.

First,,vhat are these models nor designed to cfo? They do not say whal
programs should be strengthened, tetained, or reduced in scope. They do

not tell a planner where to find "slack' in administration or elsewhere.
They do not even tell.what tuition to charge., how many students to admit,
what the right payout from endowment ought to be, now big a budget the
institution should have, or how Dig a deficit or suil'plus ought to be run in
a given year. They do prolvide some practical, guidance on the latter set of

questions. Further, by so doing, they make possible greater participation
in the planning proeess by members of the university community and
provide a usef ul input to the more detailed arid qualitative aspects of
faculty arta vat( (Donning.

The Stanford Experience
The Stanford approach concentrates upon the growth rates of the

components of income and expense. Figure 1 lists some of tnese
components and suggests some of the things one can du to ef fect their

levels and rates of change.
On the expense sole are wage-drive costs, other cost-rise factors, and

t he need for quality improvement sand new prograrnse On the incomeside
lie payout from the endowment aed gifts in addition to tuition and other
special items like indirect cost recovery on sponsored research projects.
Analysis of Stant ords budget data yields the 'magnitude of these costs in
a given year. A combination of empirical analysis of Multi-year cost
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PLANNING AND MODELI4G IN HIGHER EDUCATION 19

histories plus economic reasoning can provide est imates of their growth
rates.

Projection of the future growth rates of budget quantities is a risky
business, but it must be done. Here are some of the results of the
Stafford analysis so far.

Since universities are highly labor intensive Institutions, costs must
be expected to riso faster than the rate of inflation In the economy,
even assuming no change in program quantity or quality.

Analysis of Stanford's 1974 operating budget into wage vs. inflation-
driven components suggests the following approximation for cost-
rise': Cost-rise = Inflation rate 0.75 x Read per capita income
growth rate.

For the period from 1966 through 1974 the annual cost rise as
estimated by the above formula was 7.0 percent (2.1 percent in real
terms)÷. This was 1.4 times the rate of Inflation, and about 15
percent higher than the U.S. Office of Education Higher Education
cost deflator_

During the same period Stanford's core operating budget grew at an
annrial rate of between about 7.9 and 8.8 percent, (The exaCt rate is

difficOlt to determine because the operating budget definition was
being extended to include previously non-budgeted expenditures.)
Since the number of students remained virtually constant during
these eight years, the university was funding improved quality
and/or declining productivity at an annual rate of between 1 and 2
percent. For four years during the same period the Budget
Adjustment Program (BAP) was eliminating specific expenditures
totaling about 1 i/2 percent of the °orating budget eaCh year.

The Stanford estimation of budget growth rates represents a refinement

of the work started by William Bowen In 1968.(1) The methodology used
urgently neede to be developed further and applied to data for a broad

cross-section of universities. This will not only lead to a better
understanding ot cost-rise factors, but will also allow our models to be
apPlIed broadly and in a comparative context.

A critical concept in the Stanford modeling work Is the concept of long
run financial equilibrium. Simply stated, a budget that is in "equilibrium"
Ps one for which income equals expense in the current (base) year and the
overall growth rates of income and expense are equal. By makino explicit

'For inflation we uari the GNP Implicit price deflator.

+The GNP price deflator grew at an annual rate of 4.9 peccant on a unvrilty fiscal
Reel per capita Income grew el about 2,7 percent per yew.

2 1



20 PLANNING AND MODELING IN HIGHER IC/LIGATION

es!imales of long range growth rates and bringing them into the planning

pror.ess one hopes to avoid the tend:incy to deal with budget imbalances

by making short term "fixes" that tend to mask real problems or make

things worse in the long run
A number of key tradeoffs are highlighted by thinking ot long run

financial equilibnum as a constraint on the planning process. These

include the tuition growth rate, the amount of budget reallocation (i.e.

reductions in program to make funds available for new ventures),

endowment payout, and possible changes in the university's size and

structure. The notion ol a tradeoff is critical because when planners
"push in" somewhere in the system, the requirement for balance of

budget levels and growth rates causes something to be "pushed out"

somewhere else. Quantification of these relations is a major object ve of

the modeling.
One of the most important tradeoffs is shown in Figure 2. The growth

rate of tuition net of inflation, is plotted on the horizontal axis. On the

vertical axis is the "net funded improvement factor." When multiplied by

the previous year's budget, this determines the amount of new money

that is made ovailable for things like innovation, quality improvement,

and meeting new demands for accountability or equity. In other words,

the growth of the budget from one year to the next is the sum of
necessary cost-nse on continuing programs plus "net funded improve-

ment."
Concentrate first on the solid line in the center of the figure. It implies

that a little more than 2 percent real growth in tuition will be necessary

even if no net funded improvement is allowed. (Change would still be

possible if funds are reallocated away from old programs each year.) This

is close to the growth rate projected for real personal disposable income

per capita. It is about the minimum increase in tuition that can be

expected in till private sector of higher education given currently
envisioned conditions. Stould a one percent net funded improvement

factor be necessary for institutional viability, a tuition growth rate of
nearly twice that of real pe:.sonal disposable income per capita will be

required.
Stanford's real tuition growth rate was 4.1 percent during the period

from 1966 to 1974. This is consistent with a net funded improvement

factor of a little over I percent. (The actual funded improvement factor is
estimated between 1 and 2 percent during these years, implying that

er sources of funds were supplanting tuition to some extent.) Gross
funded iMprovement (including BAP reallocations) averaged between 2,5

and 3,5 percent,
The solid line in the figure depends on another constraint not

mentioned yet. The long run financial equilibrium should be stationary, in
the sense that the proportion of the budget supported by endowments

2 2
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22 PLAr-INING AND MODELING IN HIGHER EDUCATION

should stay the same over time. Other definitions of stationary

equilibrium are possible of course, An "Intergenerational equity" argu-

ment in favor of this requirement implies that the purchase power of the
endowment, def ined in terms of the fraction of the total program of the

university that is supported, will be preserved. Future students will enjoy

the same benefits from the endowment as present ones du, given

stationary equAibriurn.
Even if ono doesn't accept the Idea of stationary equilibriurn the upper

line is the limit for the position of the tradeoff between tuition growth rate

and funded Improvement. It can be reached by budget reductions beyond

those that might be necessary to achieve stationary equilibrium.
However, points above and to the left of the upper line are not practical nO

matter how much budget reduction is attempted.
The implication of the long-run f inancial equilibrium model applied to

Stanford data is that the "price" of private higher education surely will

grow relative to the prices of other goods and services. Indeed, it will
probably grow faster than the growth rate of average family income. For

the public sector, increasing support at similar rates would be required

from a combination of state funds and student fees. Despite the under-

standable concerns of students, parents, and those In state government,

it is difficult to see any practical way of halting this upward trend In

costs.
The iong run financial equilibrium model also has Implications for the

endowment payout rate. The model can be used to determine payout as a

function of the type of equilibrium (whether It is stationary or not) and the

funded improvement and tuition grow th rate policies, as well as total

return f rom investments and the flow of new gifts to endowment. The

endowment payout rate is set in the conte:tt of a spending-saving strategy

rather than only on the basis of market performance measures like total

return or dividend and Interest income.
For Stanford, it appears that a payout rate of between 4.5 and 5 percent

will be about right. This compares to the 5.5 percent that had been

budgeted and the approximately 7 percent scheduled to be paid In 1975

given the recent stock market decline.

The last modeling application which Is the most significant, was
invented by David Hopkins of Stanford's Academic Planning Office, It Is a

modei for the transition of the university budget to equilibrium.

To see the significance of this model it is important to consider the

context In which it was developed. For some time prior to the Summer of

1974 a combination of Intuitive judgement, long range f inancial projec-
..r,

(f.jcipe,, and the results of the model building efforts described so far were

signaling that Stanford would- be In for increasingly heavy financial
weather.--The evidence was hazy, but the several Independent approaches

seemed to be signaling the same thing. This culminated in the

2 4



PLANNING AND MODELING IN HIGHER EDUCATION 23

development of a detailed bottom-up five-year financial forecast for the
operating budget. The university had previously been using ten-year
projections of financial parameters for the University's overall or "con-
solidated" budget. However, this was the first effort to develop a set of

predictions that could be defended logically on an item-by-item basis and
applied to the budget that determines genetal fund allocations. This
forecast was completed during the summer. It showed annual deficits
growing to some $22 million in 1979-80!

The probiem could be attributed to a number of causes that were fairly
clear ex post facto but very difficult to have predicted in advance. They

included inflation, the deciine in tile stock market, and softening of
government support. Also, some policies like a too-high endowment

payout rate end a too-tow tuition increase for 1974-5 had coetributed to
the problem. The question that laced planners in September 1974 was,
"How much of a budget reduction would be necessary, and over what

period of time could it be made?" Those responsible for budgeting asked

the modelers, "How can you helpby next week?"
The "Transition-to-Equilibrium Model," whose main results are shown

in Figure 3, provided an answer. The model starts from the detailed five

year financial forecast mentioned above, inv3ke5 the constraint of
stationary long run financial equilibrium at the end of the forecast perier:,

assumes a desired time distribution of gap-closing measures, and then

solves a system of 16 simultaneous linear equations, In addition to the
yearly reductions that would be needed to achieve budget balance and

equilibrium by 1979-80, the model estimates desired budget levels,
endowment balances, and the deficits to be incurred each year on the way

to equilibrium.
This exhibit shows three of the many runs of the model made in the

autumn of 1974. The middle curve suggests gap-closing measures
totaling $10.2 million, to be achieved during a three-year period. This
target was adopted and announced by President Lyman at the October
1974 Board of Trustees Meeting. In addition, the various presentations

made to the Board, the Faculty Senate, and other groups made heavy use

of the five-year financial forecast and the transition-to-equilibrium model,
president Lyman's Budget and Priorities Commission (composed of

students and faculty as well as administrators) reviewed the reasoning
that led up to the decision to set the "gap" at $10.2 million, including the
logic and applicability of Me model. They concluded that there was a

problem and that the target was reasonably correct.
Here are some of the reasons why even this crude model has had a

substantial impact.

Long-run financial-equilibrium is a useful construct that Is under-
standable and has considerable common sense appeal. From a

2 5
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Figure 3. Feasible Budget Reduction Schedules
for Different Endowment Returns
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technical standpoint, it provides a set of terminal conditions for what

otherwise would be an infinite-horizon decision problem,

It was possible to establish a logical and explainabie relation
between the highly disaggregative"bottom-up" five-year forecast and

the gap-closing target that would bring us to equilibrium. Without

this link it would have been much more difficult to agree on a
realistic target.

The model brought the funded improvement factor (set at 1 percent),
tuition growth rate, endowment payout, arid other variables all

together info the same conceptual package where the ef fect of

tradeoffs could more easily be seen. For example, the effect of
changes in tuition or funded improvement policies could easily be
represented in terms of "the gap."

It is possible to do sensitivity analysis on key parameters. The most

important one is shown in the exhibit. It rather conclusively
demonstrates that the recovery in the stock market hoped for by
many would not make our problem go away. Thus it eliminated from
contention the argument that a strategy of "watching and waiting"
might be better than a painful budget balancing program.

Since it is easy to rerun the model when data change (currently a run
costs about 22 cents) it is possible to trace variations in forecasts,
assumptions, and choices upon the budget balancing target. Since

October the "gap" has migrated from $10,2 million up to more than

$12 million and now back down to between $9 and $10 million. Thus
the budget balancing program can be dynamic in the sense of being
responsive to changing conditions and assumptions.

The model deals with a multi-year time horizon. Since the achieving

of equilibrium is Set at several years in the future, extreme shOrtterm

fluctuations should be damped out. This property will become
particularly important as the model Is run and rerun over a succes-
sion of years, with differing assumptions.

The significance of the model is attested by the fact that the President's
Budget and Priorities Commission has recently formed a Task Force to
continue a review of the evolution of the model, the assumptions that are
going into it, and the results therefrom. This development is welcome for
many reasons, not the least of which is the expertise that will be brought

to bear by faculty colleagues.
2 7
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Looking to the Future
Where do the Stanford modelers go from here? The immediate agenda

is the task of extending the transition model to accept uncertain
parameter estimates and yield probability distributions for key budget
quantities, including the gap. Progress on this aspect has been made
already. It is important to understand better the risk involved in forecasts
and calculations, and to communicate at every opportunity the fact that
results are subject to uncertainty. This is particularly important in

multi-period planning ',..,here a given year's target will be seen to fluctuate
from cycle to cycle. Further steps, of a more basic research nature,
include interesting control theory problems to be solved in the context of
long run financial equilibrium. The group is making ,:ther modeling
thrusts as weil,

Models and planning definitely apply to higher education. Several
conclusions have resulted from the Stanford group's thinking about the
academic planning process and, in part, from attempting to apply models
to it. For many, these points outweigh the ones made by the critics of
planning and modeling quoted earlier.

Centralized financial and institutional planning is necessary be-
cause, in academia, the commitments made to or decisions made by
one academic unit can have a profound effect on other units. In other
words, the university must be viewed as an integrated whole and not
a heterogeneous collection of schools and departments. Global
financial constraints must be well understood. Models can help one
to look at the institution as a whole. Indeed they may be essential for
accomplishing that purpose.

The ecology of a top flight academic institituion is relatively fragile.
Bringing out the best of human intellect in teaching or research
requires a hospitable and reasonably stable environment. At the
same time, one must respond to changes in financial parameters and
the external economic environment. Given this, the absence of
ef fective planning means a high degree of reactivity, start-stOp
budgeting, and the probable erosion of morale and accomplishment.
Models can help in the process of developing multi-year plans, and
can help stabilize the academic environment by putting bounds on
uncertainty and minimizing surprises.

Participating in planning and decision making by faculty and others
is important. There are many wise heads in a university including
minds the administration can scarcely do without if the best possible
decisions are to be taken. Participation in the planning process may,
in the long run, reduce the sense of frustration and mistrust that is

2 8
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sometime:, Jpparent today. (This by itself would be a major benefit
to academic institutions and those who live and work in them.) If
used correctly, models can enhance participation If used wrongiy.
they can rnake the planning process even more opaque.

Effective decision making requires the marshaling of data in a way that
enhances the opportunity for judgement, Effective participation requires
in addition a shared set, of concepts--a framework within which to
interpret data and debate assumptions and choices. Simple but relevant
models can play a key role in furthering both objectives.
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CHAPTER 3
LIY WNW D T. CRANCH

Strategic Program
Planning

Introduction
it is ironic that the ffecade of the 1960s, an era of unprecedented

prosperity, closed with an economic outlook for higher' education that
could only be described as serious for most institutions and of crisis
proportions for some. Cornell, one of the leading universities in the
country with an educational responsibility of world-wide scope, emerged
from the decade in a financial position which, while better than most,
required stern measures, In the face of mounting deficits the University
adopted a three-year program of budget cuts designed to bring its
operating expenses into line with its income by the academic year
1973-74. It was clear from the outset that this program, even if it were
successful, could provide no more than temporary relief. What was called
for was a long-range planning effort, one that would help chart Cornell's
course far beyond the moment of a balanced budget. With this in mind, in
1972 Cornell's president appointed an Advisory Committee on Long
Range Financial Planning and gave it the task of assessing the financial
state of the private portion of the University, establishing guidelines for
long-range planning in the light of this assessment, and most important-
ly, evaluating the academic consequences of such planning. The scope of
the Committee's investigation covered a broad range of topics, but the
following five areas were considered in depth:

Academic Affairs
Educational Goals and Prioritesi

Academic Productivity
Nonacademic Af fairs
Tenure and the Reward System

This paper gives some of the central conclusions from this study and
presents the case for strategic academic program pianning in the context
of an academic community.

29
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30 STRATEG:C PROGRAM PLANNING

while the study was made in 19 Z2. and wideiy discussed at Cornell and

elsewhere shortly therealter, because the economic storm was not

directly overhead, the Universit y was slow in responding and implement-

ing the needed changes. Events between 1972 and 1975 have only
outlined in bold relief the urgent need for both strategic academic

planning and the implement;etion of these plans. During this period the
following series of economic waves rolled over our society, with each one

dealing a special blow to universities: the contraction of the economy

with its accompanying unemployment and decline of the stock marketi
the sharp rise of inflation to do,ir,le digit heights, the impact of political
instability both at home and abroad, and the long-term ramifications of

the oil embargo with its greatly increai%oLl energy costs. The accumulated

effect ot these events shows that a proioeged delay in imp:ementing
strategic decisions only exacerbates the eenditions and makes them
more dif ficult to deal with at some future time. While universities are not

used to consciousiy thinking about timing, events of the past five years
have emphasized that timing is an important and sometimes a controlling

factor,

Balancing Expense and Income
In order to carry out the mission of the Cornell study, it was necessary

to iriake a detailed review of the financial aspects and to relate these to

the academic side of the University. While there was, of course, a wealth

of information contained in the annual financial statements, it was very

interesting to observe that in general it was not aggregated in a manner

such as to be either readily understood by the uninitiated or directly
useful in the academic decision process. Further, the nature of the
interaction between the dif7erent categories of income and expense was

not at all apparent. Though deeply experienced in neither the accounting

practice nor the formulatior of financial reports, the Advisory Committee

did make a careful review of this aspect and attempted to put the
information in a form which could be readily understood by the academic

community. In fact, the translation of financial information into a form
useful to nonspecialists is of prime importance in an academic setting. A

very brief review of the financial findings and the kinets of pOlicy issues
they unveiled will now be described.

Growth often conceals defects, and the symptoms of ftnancial distress

began to appear in about 1967. Prior to this time, national economic
growth coupled with a greatly expanded level of government and
foundation grant activity masked the need for close scrutiny oi the
financial commitments which had been undertaken. Driven upward by

program expansion, the annual increase in expenditure-5 had far exceeded

the historic rate of about 4.5 percent. This is clearly apparent from Figure

3 1



STRATEGIC PROGRAM PLANNING 31

. When the rate of increase of income faltered. Cornell slowly began to
realize how thin its margin of safety had been. Beginning in 1967
substantial annual deficits began to occur, and they increased to almost
two million dollars per year in 1970 and 1971. Thus, approY.imately two
millrn dollart Was being liquidated annually to meet operating expenses
- a sum, which if retained, could be used to generate additional income. This

very brief account of financial history shows how easy it is for an institu-
tion such as Cornell to slip into deficit financing and that once having
slipped into this mode, sudden remedie_s are not available_ The academic
and financial momentum df universiTes makes rapid response to a
deteriorating situation almost impossible. Continued deficits impair the
vigor of current operations and undermine the basic institutional fiscal
structure. A necessitous university cannot long remain tree and indepen-
dent - free to seek and speak, indepe,Ident to choose its unique
programs.

The overall strategy Of the study was to assume that the program
reduction measures already introduced would result in a balanced budget
condition by 1974 and that the critical future need would be to match the
rates of growth of expense and income. Thus, major attention was given
to studying the growth rates of expense and income. In analyzing the
trend_s, we tried to use categories which not only helped to understand
what was happening bui also lay at the base for prescribing remedies.
Figure 2 shows the average annual rate of expenditure increase per
student for some selected time periods. The data in Figure 2 show that no
single category was responsible for he growth: rather, growth permeated
the system. The fact that "Instruction" and "Student Aid" had high rates
of increase per student for the decade of the 1960s, indicates that the
increasing costs in these areas far exceeded the growth in numbers of
both students and faculty. While the three-year period 1966-69 was one
in which serious deficits arose, there were already indications that the
rate of growth was being slowed down. But not until the year 1970-71 was
there anything approaching a f ull realization of the University's dilemma.
Included in Figure 2 are comparative data from a study jointly sponsored
by the Carnegie Commission on Higher Education and the Ford
Foundation. This study, conducted by Professor E. Cheit of the
University of California at Berkeley, resulted in a book entitled The New
Depression in Higher Education: A Study of Financial Conditions at 47
Colleges end Universitie& Examination loc,' Figure 2 shows that Cornell fell
between the categories of "schools headed for financial trouble" and
"schools in financial difficulty." Furthermore, the Cheit study showed
that the two categories "Instruction and Departmental Research" and
"Student Aid" display a diagnostic difference in comparisons of those
"not in financial trouble" with the other two groups. Without going into
details, this highlighting of "Student Aid" proved valuable in our study,
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Cornell Universi4 - Endowed Colleges Ithaca
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Figure 2, Average Annual Rate of Expenditure lncreCSe Po,7 Student

because it focused attention on this category and revealed appreciable
ambiguity in Cornell's definition of this term. The final objective of the
expense growth analysis was the summary giyn in Figure 3. It gives the
estimates of the annual percentage increase in total expenditures per
student Py category source. Column I shows the results of analyzing
Cornell's experience for the period 1967-70 and it shows that the overall
growth rate in expenditures per student was 7.5 per cent. Column II,
"Possible Cornell Projection," shows the growth rate levels which the
Advisory Committee thought feasible if stringent control on the budget
were introduced, It assumed that general inflation in the economy at large
would be reduced from 4,2 per cent to 3.5 per cent. The overall target then
was a 6 per cent growth rate of total expenditures per student. Column ill
shows the comparable results from the Carnegie Commission study of
"schools in financial difficulty" while Column IV shows their "best
judgment" projection. It maintains the 4.2 percent inflation rate.

The totals shown in Figure 3 together with the preceding discussion
indicated that the probable rates of growth of expenses would be between
6 and 7 per cent depending on whether the general infl:$4tion rate was
between 3.5 and 4.2 pewent.

The next step in the financial review was to make a parallel analysis of
income and compare the "best judgment" projection with the expenditure
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Note: Columns tit and IV data from Ref, 29( tor 1987-70 period.

Figure 3. Estimates of Annual Percentage Increase In Total Expenditures

Per Student

results. The results are given in Figure 4 which shows the annual
percentage increase of total income per student, The sources of inca ne

are listed and it should he noted that the University has at best only
partial control of these sources. Column I gives the income analysis for

the 1967-70 period with the total rate of increase of 6.8 per cent.
Comparison of this figure with the 7.5 per cent growth rate of

expenditures (Figure 3, Column I) accounts for the deficit position of the
University. Column II shows the "best judgment" projector' Of Mcome.

Note that it anticipated an appreciable falling otf of the rate of growth of
gift income, a slight reduction in investment income and in order to meet

the overall 6 per cent goal it was shown necessary to increase the income

from student fees. This latter conciusion pointed up the fact that the
percentage of income from student fees had over a period of time been

allowed to drop, and it was absoluteiy necessary to increase thls

category. This conclusion led to recommendations with regard to tho
steady-state size of the student body as well as the annual rate Of
Increase of student fees which would be needed in order that expense and

income would balance.

The expense-income analysis led to a whole series of recommenda-

tions, many of which were directly related to academic affairs, the
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Fed&Stal Partial 1.0 1 2
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Figura 4. Estlmstes of Annual Percentage Incr.aeS of Total Income Per
Student

make-up of the student body and the fculty. A few of these recom-
mendations are given below.

The expense-income margins are very small and the University is
living cloSe to the limit of its resources. Thus, it is imperative to pur-
sue a budget balancing plan and effect controls over expenditures. It
is interesting to note that this recommendation is just now being
implemented in full force.
Inflation in the national economy is the Critical element in increased
costL If national inflation rates continue at a high level (4.2 per
cent!) then Cornell would have to initiate very stringent measures to
keep the average annual rate of expenditure increase per student tO 6
per cent. Of course, now that the tnorlortlic waves previously
mentioned have rolled over the universities for the last two years, we
can see how prophetic this recommendation was. However, in
looking to the future we can also see that national economic and
political factors will in all probability continue to influence the
inflation rate and universities will continue to be the victims of this
process.

6 The income derived from student fees is a critical factor in balancing
the budget. One can no longer expect to enhance this source by
increasing the numbers of students, so It Is inevitable that higher
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fees win be required. The probable rate of increase will be between 6

and 10 per cent depending on the national rate of inflation.
Concomitant with this is the growth in financial aid to students. It

must be carefully managed in order to meet both the educational

objectives and financial realities.
In order to bring the system under control, unit planning at the small-
est acedern:c-tudgetery program level must be instituted. Unit plans
should include definition of program purposes and scope, staffing

plans, performance measures and evaluation procedures. The events

of the past two years have brought home the absolute necessity of
this recommendation and it is now being put into effect.

The overall result of the financial analysis was a realization that it

would be extremely difficult, but not impossible, to effect a stable
financial condition. Some very difficult decisions would have to be made

decisions requiring the cooperation and understanding of all members of

the academic community including undergraduate and graduate stu-
dents, faculty, research personnel, administrators, support staff, and
alumni. The f inancial review also pointed out where questions should be

asked and where policy formulation was required. The nature of these is

described in the next section.

Some Questions and Findings
Cornell of the 1960s was part of a tremendous national educational

bonm. Nationally, enrollments more than doubled, income almost tripled

as did expenditures, and the level of financial support from government
contracts and private foundations reached new heights. As the nation
moved rapidly toward a system of mass higher education, the demand

seemed insatiable. This period of unprecedented growth has led us to a

turning point in the history of higher education in the United States. Over

the past hundred years, enrollment in institutions of higher education
had, on the average, doubled every fifteen years. It is now clear that this
process cannot continue and we will shortly be confronted with a new
dynamics of growth - the number of high school graduates will decline
markedly in the next fifteen years. Thus, one of the most fundamental

issues which arose was the nature of Cornell's reeponse to the new
dynamics of growth. Specifically, what size should Cornell be?

Strange as it may seem, the Advisory Committee could find little
evidence that the question of a steady-state size had even been seriously

considered at Cornell. Thus, one of the Most basic planning parameters

had not been determined. Investigation showed that there was consider-

able evidence that the incremental growth in the number of studeqs had

been used tO offset Increases in expenditures. Once the Interplay of the

numbers of students and the ever-rising expenditures Was brought out, It
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was clear that past practice could not continue unabated, Thus, an
important recommendation was the the University examine its objectives
as regards size. The Administration responded promptly to this alio
established the policy that the total enrollment should rise from the
existing 15.200 to an upper limit of 16,500 students. It is interesting to
observe that the internal distribution of students between fields of
specialization and between undergraduate and graduate levels, still
remains to be analyzed in any planned manner.

Concomitant with the size of student body, the Advisory Committee
addressed the matter of faculty size. nein, the unplanned ubiquitouS
growth of the 1960s had a major influence on the size and distribution of
the faculty. For example, from 1960 to 1972 the number of faculty
members increased at about twice the rate of the student body and other
data showed that the number cf support personnel grew at a rate
essentially proportional to the size of the faculty. While a kind of iciose
justification for this growth was made on the basis of expanding
graduate and research activity, again there had been no overall University
policy with regard to the size and distribution of the faculty, nor had there
been a conscious consideration of student/ faculty ratios, The basic
question was, what is Me proper size of the Cornell faculty and support
staff?

An examination of this question opened up a series of fundamental
issues which have yet to be resolved. Serious questions had to be asked
about the deployment of faculty and the size of classes, the distribution
of faculty between disciplines, the distribution of faculty between the
various ranks and promotion policies, and other equally important topics.
An investigation of class size revealed some very Interesting things.
Figure 5 shows the distribution of the number of courses by the size of
the course enrollment for four of the endowed colleges at Cornell, In such
major units as Arts and Sciences and Engineering it can be seen that
approximately 50% and 40% of the courses had ten or less students In a
class and that about 65% of the courses in these two units had twenty or
less students per class, Figure 6 shows the distribution by credit hours in
courses of different size, and together with Figure 5 reveals that a
relatively small number of students benefit from the great number of
small classes, While some argue that such small classes necessarily
result in vastly superior Instruction, there is little evidence to support this
claim. One suspects that in some cases virtue is attached to extravagant
practice. However, one must be mindful that such gross indicators slur
over many factors such as the distribution of students and resources by
field, the relative and changing attractiveness of different fields, and
measures of quality. This information on class Slze led to a Serious
examination of further expansion of the faculty. This examination
resulted in a 1973 administrative policy decision to essentially halt the
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addition of more faculty, and In 1975 this was toughened further to a
policy of reduction in the size of the faculty.

This presentation does not permit a detailed description of the analysis
and recommendations which followed from the full consideration of class
and faculty size. However, as mentioned above, such important issues as
the size of the support staff, the distribution of faculty between ranks,
and the policies of promotion ware all reviewed. The thing to bear in mind

is that significant conclusions about the academic dimensions of a
university were obtained from a study of the sort described here.
However, such a study assumes that the background information is
readily available and in a form which is useful for the academic decision
process. It was a sobering experience when the Cornell Advisory
Committee learned that the needed Information was not readily available
and that it had to be generated as part of the study. In fact, the absence of
such a system at Cornell led the Advisory Committee to make the
following recommendation. "Proceed now to develop a modern measure-
ment and information system which will provide: (a) an improved
system of reporting academic efforts and results, (b) the data resource
base for program planning and evaluation Including cost indices of
diagnostic significance In such areas as undergraduate Instruction,
graduate instruction, research work, support activities, teaching loads,
minimum or critical program size, and other areas." I wish I could report
that this recommendation was both welcomed by the academic cornmu.
nity and implemented by the University. Unfortunately, such is not the

case, and even today we have made only a modest beginning at
implementing a modern, useful measurement and information system.

Traditionally, measures of academic effectiveness have not been well
defined and when such measures have been applied, financial dimen-
sions have been conspicuous by their absence. Because of the nature of
the decision making process in a university, wherein each discipline
strives to improve its own program and eminence, it is not surprising that

this state exists. While there is no substitute for this primary roleof the
discipline, it results in proliferation, self-sustaining justification and lack

of concern for the combined effect of disciplinary decisions. However, we
will have to realize that there are costs to diversity and that the
aggregation of isolated decisions which maintain diversity can mount to
sizeable financial obligations. The higher levels of administration are
thereby confronted with the accumulated pressure of separate discipli-
nary aspirations and are forced to make decisions with little quantitative
or comparative data. Usually, only such gross indices as student/faculty
ratios, fraction of tuition to total income, degree production, or research

support per faculty member have been determined. Information is not
available which reveals the interactive nature of the many academic-
financial decisions. For example, cost indices of various undergraduate
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and graduate degree programs do not exist, nor is there reliable
information on the interaction between the two levels of instruction.
There is a further ramification of the lack of an adequate measurement
and information system which should be mentioned explicitly. Or
cannot take advantage of studies and information generated by other
institutions if the knowledge of one's own institution is deficient. This
extends beyond mere measures of productivity and includes the need for
sharpening the bases for judgments of quality. In a period when difficult
choices have to be made, comparative information is invaluable. Not only
is comparative information useful in itself, but it encourages a policy of
openness. Comparative evidence is essential in order to judge selectiVe
excellence. One is forced to conclude that regardless of historical
precedent or the seeming distasteful nature of things quantitative or
pecuniary, universities must develop measures of program effectiveness
and cost indices if they expect to plan and control their futures. In short,
there is no substitute for good data widely distributed and understood in
order that universities understand themselves. Further, there is no
substitute for informed, forceful leadership.

4 2



CHAPTER 4
by JON C. STRAUSS

University of Pennsylvania

Administrative Informalon
Systems for Planning

Abstract
When the University of Pennsylvania adopted a responsibility center

accounting structure, budget and departmental staff required new
support Administrative Information Systems for planning and control.*
The design and use of these systems are presented in this chapter. All
discussion is related directly to the experiences of the university and
specific examples are presented of the use of various Administrative
Information Systems to support the processes of budget planning.
budget development, budget approval and budget control.

Introduction
The title of this chapter suggests a general treatment of the

development of Administrative Information Systems (AIS) for planning.
The interests of the conference limit the scope to AIS for planning in
higher education and the interests of the author further limit the scope
to budget planning and control systems in operation and under
development at the University of Pennsylvania.

An emphasis on budgeting results from the philosophy that the
academic and administrative planning processes generate the inputs for
the budgeting process. Budgeting is a quantitative expression of the
fiscal planning that supports other planning processes. Without adequate
budgeting, the other planning processes may become exercises in futility
because the necessan" resources to implement plans may not be there
when needed.

'The design and implementation of the responsibility center accounting syStem at the
Linhersity of Pennsylvsnia is due lergely to the efforts of Dr, John N, Robstetter. Associate
Probost for Acederrac Planning. The Penn Planning System has been developed by Dr. Robert
Zernsky.

43
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In this discussion unless otherwise qualified, the word budget refers to
a one year fiscal plan. The process of budgeting builds on previous
budgets and actual results and considers future financial performance.
The result of the budgeting process is a budget(s) for the next year and an
understanding of how this one year budget relates to longer term goals
(e.g.: reach and remain in financial ceuilibriurn while funding program
improvement at 2% per year, or generate a surplus of X per year to apply
to the accumulated deficit, or do not exceed a planned deficit level over
some period).

AIS support the budgeting process in several ways:
Provide a base of data on current and previous years actual and
budgeted fiscal performance.
Provide a data base for factors affecting fiscal performance. At the
University of Pennsylvania these factors Include a number of items
related to income and expense. (see Table 1).

Table 1
Income & Expense items

University of Pennsylvania Budget

Income:

Tuition numbers of undergraduate and graduate students in various
schools and departments and their patterns of taking courses.

Fees application fees by school

Scholarships by school and source

Investment income by school, by fund

Gifts and Grants by school, source, duration, and restrictIons

Indirect Cost Recoveries = by school and source

Sales and Services by school and type.

Special State Appropriation by school and type

Genral University income by source and how apportioned to schools,

Expense:

Compensation salaries, fringe benefits and contracts of administra-
tive, academic, clerical, and service personnel by Individual schools,
departments, etc.
Current Expense expenses for supplies, phones, computer service,
travel, etc. by sehool, department and budget accounts

4
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Table I (ConL)

Equipment expenses by school, dupartment, budget account

Student Aid restricted and unrestricted student aid by student,
graduate and undergraduate, department and schooi

Overhead (Indirect) Costs by school indirect cost for student services,
libraries, operations and maintenance, auxiliary enterprises, general
administration, general expense, and space usage and charges

Provide mechanisms for projecting future fiscal performance based
on current and past data and known and projected trends. Asso-
ciated with budget projection is the need for mechanisms to
facilitate the development and testing of planning strategies to
achieve prespecif led fiscal performance.
Provide mechanisms for analyzing submitted budgets to assure
conformance to overall guidelines.
Provide mechanisms for controlling organizational behavior to the
submitted approved budgets at appropriate levels of organizational
hierarchy.

At the University of Pennsylvania primary emphasis in using AIS
support for budgeting is on the mechanisms for projecting performance,
relating distributed budget plans to overall planning, testing detailed
individual budgets for conformance with authorized plans, and control-
ling expenditures and income to budgeted levels. These mechanisms are
most clearly understood when they are related to the organizational
structure of responsibility center accounting at the university.

Responsibility Center Structure
Under responsibility accounting. the schools within the University of

Pennsylvania have become responsibility centers which are responsible
not for controlling their direct expenses to some preset budget level, but
rather responsible for balancing total expenses to total income. For the
academic year 1974-75 there are twenty-three responsibility centers at the
university each headed by an academic dean or a director. The service
units including the libraries, buildings and grounds, and central
administration are expense budgeted indirect cost centers. The budgeted
costs of these indirect cost centers are spread to the responsibility
centers based on historical usage of their services and these budgeted
indirect costs are included in the total cost for which the responsibility
centers are held responsible. Also included as an indirect cost is a charge
for space occupied by the responsibility center.
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In addition to their direct income (from tuition and fees, gifts and
grants, indirect cost recoveries, investment income, and sales and
services) the responsibility centers receive an allocation of the general
university income, This allocation, referred to as subvention, is not
distributed on an algorithmic basis. Rather, the Provost of the University

to whom the responsibility centers report, sets subventions to express
the academic priorities of the institution. Subventions are increased to
develop and/or maintain excellence and may be reduced to express,
perceived needs for reductions in certain areas. The Provost is aided in

this subvention setting process by advice from the Academic Planning

Committee and by data on subvention requirements from the responsi-

bility centers and the Budget Office.
At the conclusion of the fiscal year, the responsibility centers have

either a surplus or a deficit based on the difference of total income
(Including subvention) and total expenses (Including indirect costs). A
banking mechanism has been established to provide year to year
continuity. In theory, responsibility center surpluses are deposited In the

bank at interest for subsequent developmental use by the responsibility

center. Correspondingly responsibility center deficits are covered by
loans from the bank which Must be budgeted for repayment at interest in
later years. In practice, these are difficult times in which to capitalize a
bank and without capitalization it has been impossible to make real loans

and pay real interest. Temporarily, deficits are being budgeted for
repayment over five years and these repayments are being employed to

pay back previously attained surpluses of the centers.
The fiscal performance of the university is the sum of the performances

of the responsibility centers plus the sum of the differences between
budgeted and actual income and expense items that have been fixed to
the responsibility centers during the budget process. Responsibility
centers are held responsible Only for their budgeted undergraduate
tuition Income and their budgeted indirect costs and undergraduate

student aid. In recent years when uncontrollable and under-predicted
increases in energy costs have caused the actual indirect costs to exceed

budgets by appreciable margins, responsibility centers have been held

responsible only for the predicted and budgeted portion of such cost
increases. They have, however, been held responsible for the recent
precipitous drop in investment income, not because they could control it,
but because they budgeted the income with knowledge of the risks.

University of Pennsylvania Budgets
Not surprisingly the budget structure of the university reflects the

organizational structure of the university. Income-expense budgets are

represented by a 47 row, 9 column matrix illustrated in Figure 1.

r,
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Each responsibility center has an Income-expense budget of the matrix

form presented in Figure 1 and the income-expense budget matrix of the

University is the sum of the matrices of ali responsibility centers.

In Figure 1 the columns of the budget matrix represent the unrestricted

and restricted funds for the three major activity categories: Instruction,

Research and Organized Activity. The rows break down the source of
income and expense for each of the activity categories. Unrestricted

items are discretionary to the university, while restricted income Is
available only to support the corresponding restricted expense. Restrict-

ed accounts, which must be balanced, include externally sponsored

research projects, restricted gifts, clinical practices, and endowed

projects such as endowed chairs.
There are certain strong ties between the restricted and unrestricted

budgets. As an externally sponsored research project progresses and

direct expenses are incurred, the corresponding indirect cost recovery
percentage becomes unrestricted income to the University. The buildings
and equipment portion of the indirect cost recovery is retained as general

university income and a portion is collected as "Roliforward". The
remainder is passed on to the responsibility center sponsoring the project

as indirect cost recovery income to cover both the Indirect costs that have

been assessed against the responsibility center and the unbudgeted
administrative and service support functions provided to the project by

the responsibility center. From a somewhat less positive viewpoint, if
expenses are Incurred in a restricted budget that cannot be covered by the

restricted income, the uncovered portion becomes an unrestricted
expense. For example, when the recent reduction in investment income

ieft several of the endowed professorships at the university without
sufficient income to cover the committed cost of the chairs, the
responsibility centers involved had to cover the additional expense from

their unrestricted Income.
Because the restricted budgets must be balanced and since their

effects on the unrestricted budgets are well known, most budget analysis

concentrates on the total unrestricted column of the budget matrix.
Unless.explicitly stated to the contrary all further discussion of budget

matrices refers to this one column, 47 row matrix.
The budget matrix of a responsibility center summarizes the depart-

ment budgets of the center. Typically each department has one or more

accounts in the university accounting system and each account is
expense budgeted separately with direct expenses categorized by class of

personnel services, (e.g.: administrative, academic, clerical) class of

current expense (supplies, travel), end class of university services
(computer, telephone). Indirect cost centers have the same budget

account structure, but are summarize(' by the expense portion of the

budget matrix only.
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Expense budgeting and control as practiced by the indirect cost
centers is fairly well understood and further attention here is not
necessary. Responsibility center budgeting and control is, however, not
well understood even at the university and furTher discussion helps to set
the foundation for the discussion of AIS presented in the next section.

Figure 2 presents the unrestricted operating matrix for a typical
responsibility center. This matrix, which is produced by the Penn
Planning System (PPS), contains all of the unrestricted income and
expense items referred to in the introduction. This matrix represents the
approved budget submitted by the responsibility center. Several Items
require further clarification:

Tuition. Undergraduate tuition income is determined by crediting the
school with 10% of the tuition paid by its enrolled undergraduates and
90% of the historically smoothed share of the tuition paid by Students
taking its undergraduate courses. The 10% term is designed to cover the
additional expense of enrolling, adivlsing, and graduating a student. An
exponentially weighted historical smoothing is applied to the 90% factor
in an attempt to smooth the budgetary effects of abrupt changes in
student interests and therefore enrollment patterns. Since undergradu-
ates are admitted, and tuition levels set centrally without direct control of
the Individual schools, the responsibility centers are guaranteed their
budgeted undergraduate tuition income for purposes of determining
year-end fiscal performance. Actual enroilments and tuition receipts are
recorded and this data Is employed in determining the next year
guarantees. Graduate tuition income is determined by crediting the
school with the appropriate share of the tution paid by students enrolled
in Its graduate courses. Smoothing is not done and the income Is not
guaranteed since the school sets the tuition and admits the students.
Student Aid. To create an incentive for a school to secure restricted
student aid for Its students undergraduate student aid is determined by
historically smoothing the total restricted plus unrestricted student aid of
students enrolied in its courses and then subtracting the restricted
student aid for the school. Although undergraduate student ald Is
established as a guaranteed cost for determining year-end fiscal
performance, actual expenditure data is recorded for determining the
next year's guarantees. Graduate Student aid is treated similarly except
smoothing is not employed and the cost is not guaranteed.

MS for Budgeting
The University of Pennsylvania inst tuted the described responsibility

center organizational and budgeting structure with little AIS support.
Although a standard accounting system existed, it was expenditure
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4/2175 PENN PLANNING SYSTEM
SAMPLE OPERATING BUDGET RESPONSIBILITY CENTER

(CREATED: 4/2/75)

1 REVENUE
2 Tuition 7866

3 undergrad 4012

4 graduate and professional 3854

5 Special Fees 52

6 Scholarships 0

7 endowed 0

8 gifts 0

9 U.S. government 0

10 other 0

GSAS 0

12 investment Income 94

13 Gifts and Grants 65

14 private 65

15 federal 0

16 state
17 Indirect Cost Recoveries 524

18 Sales and Services
19 M iscellaneous 85

20 TOTAL DIRECT INCOME 8686

21 Special state Appropriation 0

22 From General University 821

23 TOTAL AVAILABLE 9507

24 DIRECT EXPENDITURES
25 Compensation 4540

26 administration 331

27 academic 3010

28 clerical 411

29 service 60

30 employee benefits 728

31 Current Expense 533

32 Equipment 55

33 Student Aid 1295

34 undergraduate 923

35 graduate and professional 372

36 TOTAL DIRECT 6423

37 INDIRECT COSTS
38 Student Services 198

39 Libraries 355

40 Operations and Maintenance 552

41 Aux. Enterprises 38

42 General Administration 414

43 General Expense 985

44 Space Allocation 698

45 TOTAL INDIRECT 3240

46 TOTAL EXPENSE 9663

47 VARIANCE -156

Figure 2. FY 1975 Unrestricted OperatIng Budget for
Typical Responsibility Cen er
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control oriented. Also initially, the responsibility center budgeting
process was maintained by the central administration and not integrated
into the accounting system. Because budgeting was not well understood
by the responsibility centers, the following sorts of things happened at
the responsibility center level during the budgeting process:

a Tuition income was claimed for students taking courses in other
schools and for students taking courses who had been forgiven
tuition.
Indirect cost recoveries were claimed for grants that had expired or
which were paying very low overhead rates.
Funds spent for student aid exceeded those charged on responsi-
bility center budgets.

The responsibility centers had great difficulty controlling to their
budgets because the accountirod system reported only expenditures, not
income. Moreover, the philosophy of responsibility center accounting
required shifting responsibility for expenditure controls from the central
administration to the responsibility centers, During the resulting learning
process, funds were spent imprudently.

As these effects were observed, it became apparent that new AIS were
necessary to support the budgeting and control process.

Budget Planning
The Penn Planning System (PPS) has been developed to automate the

budget planning process. Written in APL, PPS provides a user oriented,
interactive approach to budget planning. An income-expense budget
matrix of the form illustrated in Figure 1 serves as the data base for PPS.
Because the budgets of all responsibility centers and of the total
university are represented in this form, PPS May be used at the total
university, tne school, and in some cases, the department level to
facilitate budget planning.

An example drawn from the total university budget shows how PPS is
used. Figures 3, 5, and 6 illustrate the results of three steps in the FY 1976
total university unrestricted budget planning. Figure 3 presents a base
unrestricted income-expense budget matrix for the general university. By
taking the current best prediction of every income and expense item in the
matrix and removing all known non-recurring income and expense items,
university budget staff develop a base for projection of future years
performance.

During a dialog with the Penn Planning System, the escalators
presented in Figure 4 are developed for each of the non total items In the
budget matrix. In this particular plan for example, it is assumed that
undergraduate tuition income will increase by 10.6%. graduate tuition
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PENN PLANNING SYSTEM

UNRESTRICTED BASE BUDGET (SAMPLE)
(CREATED: 412/75)

I REVENUE
2 Tuition 40401

3 undergrad
28159

4 graduate and professional 21242

5 Special Fees
497

6 Scholarships
0

7 endowed
0

8 gifts
0

9 U.S. government
0

10 other
0

ii GSAS
0

12 Investment Income
756

13 Gifts and Grants
S64

14 private
584

15 federai
16 state

0

17 Indirect Cost Recoveries
8921

18 Sales and Services
3069

19 M i scel aneou
908

20 TOTAL DIRECT INCOME 36
21 Special state Appropriation

6449117

22 From General University
23 TOTAL AVAILABLE

92482774

24 DIRECT EXPENDITURES
25 Compensation

42096

26 administration
3865

27 academic
25325

28 cleric&
5320

29 service
950

30 employee benefits 8638

31 Current Expense
5934

32 Equipment
174

33 Student Aid
10693

34 undergraduate
8143

35 graduate and professional
2550

36 TOTAL DIRECT
58797

37 INDIRECT COSTS
38 Student Services

430

39 Libraries
5911

40 Operations and Maintenance
11979

41 Aux. Enterprises
019

42 General Administration
8377

8117328817

43 General Expense
44 Space Allocation
45 TOTAL INDIRECT

4

46 TOTAL EXPENSE
09828

47 VARIANCE
-4441

Figure 3. FY 1975 University Unrestricted Base Budget
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SAMPLE ESCALATORS

1 REVENUE
2 Tuition
3 undergrad
4 graduate and professional

PENN PLANNING SYSTEM

1

1.
1 . 1iii

5 Special Fees 1

6 Scholarships 1

7 endowed 1

8 gifts 1

9 U.S. government 1

10 other 1

11 GSAS 1

12 Investment Income 1

13 Gifts and Grants 1

14 private 1

15 federal 1

16 state 1

17 Indirect Cost Recove 1.07
18 Sales and Services 1.08
10 Miscellaneous 0.687
20 TOTAL DIRECT INCOME 1.09
21 Special state Appropriation 1.07
22 From General University 1.05
23 TOTAL AVAILABLE 1.09
24 DIRECT EXPENDITURES 1

25 Compensation 1.08
26 administration 1.08
27 academic 1.08
28 clearical 1.08
29 service 1.08
30 ernployee benefits 1.08
31 Current Expense 1.08
32 Equipment 1.07
33 Student Ald 1.08
34 undergraduate 1.06
35 graduate and professional 1.07
36 TOTAL DIRECT 1.08
37 INDIRECT COSTS 1

38 Student Services 0.963
39 Libraries 1.06
40 Operations and Maintenance 1.09
41 Aux. Enterprises 1.03
42 General Administration 1.07
43 General Expense 1.13
44 Space Allocation = 1

45 TOTAL INDIRECT 1

46 TOTAL EXPENSE 1.08
47 EXCESS (DEFICIT) 1.23

Figura 4. FY 1975 ProJection Escalators for FY 1976
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PENN PLANNING SYSTEM

UNRESTRICTED PROJECTED BUDGET (SAMPLE)
(CREATED: 412/75)

1 REVENUE
2 Tuition

54638

3 undergrad
31144

4 graduate and professIonal 23494

5 Special Fees
497

6 Scholarships
0

7 endowed
0

8 gifts 0

9 U.S. governm nt 0

10 other
0

11 GSAS
0

12 Investment Income
756

13 Gifts and Grants
584

14 private
584

15 federal
0

16 state
0

17 Indirect Cost Recoveries 9501

Sales and SeMces
3315

M iscellaneous
624

20 TOTAL DIRECT INCOME
69915

21 Special state Appropriation 4977

22 From General University 26274

23 TOTAL AVAILABLE
101166

24 DIRECT EXPENDITURES
25 Compensation

45465

26 administration
4175

27 academic
27351

28 clerical
5746

29 service
1026

30 emplOyee benefits
7167

31 Current Expense
6322

32 Equipment
187

33 Student Aid
11373

34 undergraduate
8643

35 graduate and professionai 2730

36 TOTAL DIRECT
63347

7 INDIRECT COSTS
38 Student Services

3

39 Libraries

534350

40 Operations and Maintenance 13291

41 Aux. Enterprises
619

42 General Administration 6883

44 Space Allocatloo
493985904

43 General Expense 7828

45 TOTAL INDIRECT
46 TOTAL EXPENSE

107327

47 VARIANCE
-6161

Figure 6. FY 1976 UniversIty Unrestricted Projection Budget
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PENN PLANNING SYSTEM
UN RESTRICTED TARGET BUDGET (SAMPLE)

(CR EATED: 4 /2/75)

I REVENUE
2 Tuit ion 54638
3 undergrad 31144
4 graduate and professional 23494
5 Special Fees 497
6 Scholarships 0
7 endowed 0
8 gi f is 0
9 U.S. government 0

10 other 0
11 OSA-S 0
1 2 in vestrnent income 756
1 3 Gifts and Grants 584
14 private 584
15 federal 0
16 state 0
1 7 Indirect Cost Recoveries 9501
18 Sales and Services 3315
19 M iscellaneous 624
20 TOTAL DIRECT INCOME 69915
21 Special state Appropriation 4977
22 Frorn Genera! University 26274
23 TOTAL AVAILABLE 101166
24 DIRECT EXPENDITURES
25 Compensation 4 21 72
25 administration 3873
27 academic 25370
28 clerical 5330
29 service 952
30 em plOyee benefit s 6648
31 'Zurrent Expense 5864
32 Equipment 173
33 Student Aid 110549
34 undergraduate 801 7
35 graduate and professional 2532
36 TOTAL DIRECT 58759
37 INDIRECT COSTS
38 Student Services 399
39 Libraries 4949
41.1 Operations and Maintenance 12328
41 Aux. Enterprises 61 9
42 General Administration 6385
43 General Expense 8899
44 Space Allocation 7828
45 TOTAL INDIRECT 41 407
46 TOTAL EXPENSE 100166
47 VARIANCE 1 000

Figure 6. FY 1976 University Unrestricted Target Budget

0 0
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income by 10%, current expenses by 8%, and so on. During this dialog

one could also fix certain changes to an absolute rather than a relative

amount.
The preceeding paragrapn mentions tuinon income increases as

through arbitrarily chosen. In fact. PPS was employed to investigate a

number ot tuition increase alternatives. The particular increases men-

tioned here are based on one particular rationale. Since tuition provides

approximately halt of the university unrestricted income, it must be

increased to cover approximately half of the university budget problem

which would have been in exces-s of $10000000 without the tuition

increase,
When the developed escalators of Figure 4 are applied to the budget

matrix of Figure 3, tne one year budget projection of Figure 5 results.

Using PPS to rnaNe alternative multi year projection studies, university

budget planners decided that complete corrective action must be applied

in one year. In another dialog with PPS, a control strategy was then

developed to reduce direct and indirect except for Auxiliary Enterprises)

expenditures enough to not only remove the projected deficit but also

create a contingency fund of $1,000,000. Figure 6 presents the resulting

rdet budget matrix.
It is important to realize that the purpose of this planning exercise is

really to come up with equitable targets for the expense budgeted indirect

cost centers. While this particular demonstrated strategy Is based on

eliminating the projected deficit in a single year, other approaches to

fiscal equilibrium could have been evaluated with PPS. The deficit

elimination strategy presented here is based on expenditure reduction

only, clearly the individual responsiblity centers must base their budget

balancing strategy on sorne combination of income increase and expense

reduction.
Once equitable overall expenditure levels have been projected for the

indirect cost centers category totals, the budget planning process is still

not complete. New Int ormat ion concerning economic conditions, testing

of new strategies andior difficulty in the budget development process

may require another overall budget planning cycle to establish new

guidelines.

Ridet Peveloprhenr
The second phase of budget planning, development, begins with base

data generated in the first phase. Indirect Cost Center budget

development is rather straightforward. The uncontrollable expense items

(mortgages, rents, utility costs, etc.) are then subtracted from category

totals- arid overall budgeting guidelines are established in terms of

previous year budgets.
5 (i
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At Penn FY 1976 indirect cost center budgeting followed this pattern
through the budget development stage. From the data presented in

Figure 3-6 plus Known and projected uncontrollable increases, it was
determined that eveiall controllable FY 1976 indirect costs should be
limited to 97.7% of FY 1975 levels. A 95% target was given to the vice
presidents responsibile for indirect cost centers with the admonition to
practice selectivity across their budgetary units, but to present totals that
met the 95% guideline. Because all inftationary increases had to be
absorbed and budgets still cut 5% this was an uncomfortable guideline.
The extra 2.7 g,'. was reserved as a contingency to facil date the practice of
selectivity across indirect centers at the Presidential level.

Budget development for FY 1976 for the responsibil ity Centers included
the following steps:

The budgeted indirect costs determined in the budaet planning
process were diStribufed by category to the responsibility centers
based on previous year actual distributions.

2. The responsibilit y center Gubventioris were determined, as dis-
cussed previously.

3 The effects of new tuition rates, new student admission policies,
and new student aid formulae were factored into the tuition and
student aid guarantees, and new guarantees were produced.

4. The above determined four fixed numbers (subvention, under-
graduate tuition income guarantee, undergraduate student aid cost
guarantee, and total indirect costs) plus the bank payment _status
were then presented to the responsibility centers in the form shown
in Figure 7.

5 Responsibility center personnel then employed the data in combina-
tion with t he best available projections of income and expense items
to produce the PPS default budget projections for the responsibility
centers as shown in Figure B.

6. Finally the responsibility centers were requested to submit a plan
for balancing thei r budgets justifying all changes from the default
budget projection .

In developing their budgets, the re$ponsibility centers can make use of
PPS to test out short and long term strategies. For example, to achieve
short term budget balance they might choose to increase their graduate
tuition and decrease their controllable current expenses. Recognizing,
however. that -e.ich an approach would not solve the long term problems
of an inflationary economy they might wish to explore the effects of
increasing undergraduate and graduate student enrollment, filling posi-
tions of reVring faculty with lower paid junior faculty, attracting more
research money, etc. PPS provides an environment where combinations
of these strategies are readily evaluated.
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PENN PLA NI NG SYSTEM

Center 7

PROPOSED SUBVENTION (SAMPLE)

(INCLUDIN(i space allocation of 722)

21 SpeciaI state Appropriation 0
22 From General University 1258

TOTAL 1258

Preset undegraduate tuition income: 4189

Set total UNRESTRICTED student aid equal to 1658
(includes estimated undergraduate aid to 1174)

TARGET indirect cost (including space allocation) 3675

USEABLE BANK BALANCE 145
BASIC RESOURCE PROJECTION FOLLOWS
GIVEN:
FY 76 (Proje tion) subvention 1258

space allocation 722

REVENUE 11104

EXPENSE 10689

VARIANCE 415

Projected variance plus Subvention

( 7,5% of Projected Revenue

< 7,9% of Projected Expense

Figure 7. FY 1976 Responsibility Center Default Budget

Summary
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PENN PLANNING SYSTEM

DEFAULT TA RGET BUDGET (SAMPLE;

1 REVENUE
2 Tuition 8388

3 undergrad
4189

4 graduate and professional 4199

5 Spec ial Fees
479

6 oiarships 0

7 endowed 0

8 gifts 0

9 u S government
IQ other

0

11 GSAS
0

12 Investment income 106

13 Gifts and Grants 65

14 private 65

15 federal 0

16 state 0

17 ndirectCostRecoveries
216

is sales _and Services 0

19 Miscellaneous
92

20 TOTAL DIRECT INCOME 9846

21 Special state Appropriation 0

22 From General University 1258

23 TOTAL AVAILABLE 11104

24 DIRECT EXPENDITURES
25 Compensation

4721

26 administration 390

27 academic
28 clerical

507

29 service
74

30 employee henefi s 0

31 Current Expense
576

32 Equipment
59

33 Student Aid
1658

34 undergraduate
1174

35 graduate and professional 484

36 TOTAL DIRECT
7014

37 INDIRECT COSTS
0

38 S tudent Services
108

39 Libraries
350

40 Operations and Maintenance 933

41 Aux Enterprises
87

42 General Administration
43 General Expense

989

44 Space Allocation
722

45 TOTAL INDIRECT
3675

46 TOTAL EXPENSE
10689

47 EXCESS (DEFICIT)
415

Figure 8. FY 1978 Responsibility Center D faul udget

5 9
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lrr pra e budget planning process and the budget development
process are strongly coupled and related to the process of budget
approval Several iteratinns of these processes generally occur.

At Penn there aie two unrestncted budget approval processes that
must be supported by AIS outline budget authorization and account
budget reconciliation As each process is applied in responsibility
centers or indirect cost centers, slight modifications in the process may
be required Outline budget checking and authorization for the expense
budgeted indirect cost centers is a straightforward well understood
process anti needs reiatively little AIS support. AIS support being
deeioped f or the responsibility center outline budget authorization
process will provide an item by item comparison of the submitted
budgets to the PPS projected default budgets. Differences are reconciled
through responsibility center and budget office discusSions. The ac-
cepted authorized outline budgets are then employed by responsibility
centers and budget staff a5 base budgets for future year projections with
PPS.

The account budget reconciliation process is common to both
responsibility and indirect cost centers Once Outline budgets are
authorized, the centers prepare detailed account budgets for accounting
system control purposes. Accounts typically represent a department,
office, project or fund and are either restricted or unrestricted. An
individual center may have one hundred or more accounts. Since account
budgets are submitted as prepared, the AIS must monitor whether the
sum of the unrestricted account budgets of a particular center agree with
the authorized outline unrestricted budget.

An AIS module is currently under development to compare the running
total of submitted center unrestricted budgets to the authorized outkne.
When the module is applted the first account budget to Cause total
expenditures in one or more categories to exceed authorized limits by
some tolerance will be rejected, In addition to performing account budget
checking it wiii also save the authorized and projected base outline
budgets for PPS.

Budget Control
As has been indicated previously, one of the more serious problems

that the university has experienced in instituting responsibility center
accounting has been budget control. When responsibility centers do not
receive up-to-date information on income, they cannot control expendi-
tures elf iciently. An income-expense reporting system has been under

6 0
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development for some time and is lust coming into production status in
1975.

A typical responsibility center income-expense monthly summary
report (see Figure 9) summarizes ail unrestricted and restricted accounts
for a responsibility or indirect cost center, The column labeled BUDGET
in Figure 9 presents the accounting system recorded budget for each of
the income and expense items of the rows, The YEAR-TO-DATE and %
RECEIVED OR EXPENDED columns are self-explanatory. The column
taheled PROJECTED VARIANCE presents the differences between the
budgeted amount and the projected amount based on year to date
figures.

In May 1975 the reports are still being developed and reconciled to the
montrity accounting reports. To date most of the trouble has not been
with AIS development, hut rather with cleaning up the data base
associated with coding the types of accounts. Initial experience suggests
however that the income-expense reports will be extremely useful,

Conclusion

The Univer5it, o! Pennslvania has made a significant investment in
AI; to support the budget planning and control processes for its
responsibility center organization, The experience to dale, while occa-
sionally frustrating, has been very positive. It is certainly clear, that
without appropriately designed and implemented AIS, the university's
move to resoonsibuity center organization and accounting would have
tailed



CHAPTER 5
by FRANKLIN PATTERSON

Unlversity of Massachusetts

The Politics of Expectation
in Educational Change

George Santayana, who generally had a rather gloomy view of
humanity's long-range changes, said of iife that it is not a spectacle or a
feast, but a predicament. To a fair degree, his diagnosis applies to the
relationship between education and the newer technologies. Webster
sugges!S such synonyms tor predicament as dilemma, quandary, plight.
fix, iam, and pickle.

Perhaps the most drastic of these synonyms don't apply, but the
situation of higher education and technology certainly has some of the
features of a quandary or problem. While becoming a mass phenomenon
in our country, higher education has remained a labor-intensive,
high-cast activity, profoundly resistant to newer technologies presumed
by their promoters 10 be potentially useloi to instruction.

Scepticism about instructional technology and its potential magic is
wide-spread in the 1970s. running far beyond the fusty academic
community A young friend put it this way recently:

"Educational innovation has been taking quite a knock latelypick up
a national news magazine or, tor that matter, your local Sunday paper,
and chances are, tucked away with items about the vagaries of General
Idi Arnin or the possible shortege of seeds for home vegetable gardens
will be something about the national trend of 'returning to the three
R's'. These articles are usually not very specific, but tend 17, disparage
such things as the hew math, self-paced learning, teaching machines.
educational television, and a permissiveness that leads to the perditior
of entropy. Such articles appeal to that part of the American soul whieh
years, in this Bicentennial era, for lundarnentals'."
In addition to mass scepticism about the newer instructional media and

forms, it is not difficult to find more thoughtful scepticism on the part of
scholars as diverse as Nisbet, Bruner, and Barzon, This is certainly a
change from the educational writtngs of the 60s. In 1966 in his
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introduction to a book called Man-Machine Systems in Education, John
Guy Fowlkes said:

"It seems evident that the classical concept of schooling can no longer
hold. indeed, a single worker, called teacher, is no longer quaiified to
stimulate and direct learners . It is fortunate indeed that the specific
detail demanded for effective learning and teaching is now possible
through the use of man-machine systems .. . In an exciting and sound

fashion, . computers, media technology, and systems technology...
pertain to instructional, administrative, pupil personnel services, and
preparation of staffs for educational institutions in terms of the society
of today and tomorrow and as opposed to the society of the past."
Sliohtly less rhapsodic, but similar thoughts were offered by David A.

Sohn in a 1964 book entitled Programs, Teachers, and Machines;
-It is likely that programmed instruction will be with us for a long time.
What it has told us of the learning process and what will be discovered
rnay have vast implications for education. No one can predict how
widely it will be accepted, but it is a revolutionary development that
holds great promise.-(5)
An opinion of the author expressed in 1 %6 in The Making of a College

has a quaint ring to it now,
'The technologists of communication are rightly not modest about
technical capabilities of their field . The net message, in reply to
queries about what education can expect to have from communica-
tions technology in the next decade or so, is: 'Anything you want'.
What such technologists say is that in terms of technical facilities for
information transfer, the present state of the art is such that the only
real limits are those that may result from timidity, lack of imagination,
or lack of funds on the part of education. Even If a specific technical
device does not now exist, if needed and demanded, it is likely to be
devised and produced."(4)
With a certain amount of realism, I noted that there already existed a far

greater technology for information transfer than schools, colleges, and

universities had begun to think how to use. Examples of technology for
instruction then already available laid the basis for some questions and
some more than ready answers:

"Should colleges and universities want the kinds of Information
transfer facilities and systems that modern technology can make
available? And if they should, can obstacles of finance and lingering
Luddite sentiment among faculty be overcome?

The answers to both questions, with some qualification, are likely in
the long run to be affirmatIve.-(4)
What has happened since those optimistic days and statements a

decade ago? Great expectations for a happy marriage between educe-
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tionai innovation and in tructional technology have not quite turned to
ashes, but their fire certainly does not burn as brightly now as then.

The term "education innOvation" a decade ago had about it the
expectation of sudden, redernotive change that characterized such other

phenomena of the 196gs like the -war on poverty". In the decade since
then. Some positive change has Occurred in higher education, but is has
been stow and difficult, and the term "educational innovation" has

become a shop worn cliche. In certain of the areas of information transfer
With which EDUCOM is most Concerned, remarkable forward _strides have

been taken in the past ten years. But the utilization of instructional
technology in learning situations has proved to be a most reluctant
dragon

Lirnits oi innOyafion
Any discussion of the process of innovation in higher education and its

relation to technology must begin with a basic understanding of the very
real limits of such innovation- One of the lessons of sociology is that
acCustorned structures end patterns of human organization and behavior

change slowly and with difficulty $uttaces and symbols may change, but

underiining realities tend to Move at a more glacial rate then believers in

radical progress like to admit- Educational innovation is a case in point.
There has been undeniable growth in the number of things going under

the rubric of edu catiOnal innovation in the past decade of American
higher education but there have been few significant, widely-adopted
Innovations in the essentia/ Processes either of pedagogy or learning.
Most innovation has occurred in the overt forms and structures of the
social organization of education and in the trend toward the individualiza-
tion of learning situations. But essental processes of instruction and

learning, and the intellectual and material tools involved, have changed
relatively little.

Hampshire College, is an institution whose organization was planned

tor learning around a central process that Daniel Bell called "conceptual
ir%guiry-, Toward this end, the College is not departmentalized; it is

organized instead by very broad rnajor fields into four schools. No course

work at Hampshire is compulsory. No fixed time-limit is set for gradua-

tion. No grades are given in courses taken, and assessment of

educational progress rests basically on a sequence of three major
examinations, in whose design the student participates.

Through the institution's consortium membership in Five Colleges,
Incorporated, Hampshire students have remarkable access to the

educational offerings of other number Institutions in the Connecticut
River Valley: Amherst, Mt. HolYoke, Smith, and the University of Massa-
chusetts. Currently Five Colleges offer free student Interchange, faculty

0
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ir.:tQrchancte.loint academic programs academic coordination and vaned
specialized activities Such cooperation has greatly broadened the

rcular possibulties br Hampshire students_ Hampshire also has the
riraiin components of an information trohster canie network instailed on
-s campus, in the library facility, with a link to the cable television

.tern, of the Town of Amherst
The Hampsnire faculty is young. .,ry well prepared academically, and

tends toward liberal and activist politics. Most students have a
background of school and family education that is strong, and many of
!nem are intellectually and artistically creative. Hampshire achieves a

be educational success that is very respectable with the benefit of
certain internal organizational. structural, and programmatic innovations,
coupled Aith the benefits of the innovatve interinstitutional cooperation
that Five Colleges, Inc. represents.

However, it would not be accurate to claim that essential processes of
pedagogy ond learning at Hampshire have been radically changed or that
utilization of available instructional technoiogy has been substantial.
Quite the reverse. A young and politically enthusiastic faculty turns out to
be nearly as conservative pedagogically as their predecessors elsewhere-
The main pedagogical innovation at Hampshire i-S to individualize under-
graduate in.struction in a mode that reseMbleS at its btest thb smali,
flexible graduate school. Some very good things happen as a reSult. What
has not nappened yet is any serious venturing into the organization of
iearning experiences around such a radical integrating notion as that of
conceptual inquiry, or any serious effort to utiliZe instructional technol-
ogy to Solve the logistical and economic problems of the indiviclioaliZat ion
of learning. In consequence, Hampshire is even more labor-intensive a
college than most, and the faculty are IThrd-pressed in meeting their
pedagogical commitments. innovation, in structures, surfaces, and
symbols has exceeded innovations in essential teaching/learning proc-
esses and in the use of technology.

A Note of Optimism
There is room tor hope, nut not for utopian optimism, with regard to the

understanding and planned ,,ise of instructional technotogy. IM the Five
College area, for instance, the Town of Amherst is presently negotiating a
new cable television license agresmont tor the period 1978 to 1984 mid
beyond. This ayeethent outlines a syutem of 30 channels including two
public school channels and five postsecondary educational channels, as
well as a two-way video service between the University, Amherst.
Hampshire College, and town points in between. The leadership of town
officials in this regard is indeed a hopeful sign, and they raise the clear
possibility of substantial and valuable networking which would link the
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area's schools, homes, and higher educational institutions in an exciting
way. The other side of the coin, however, shows in a comment by the
town's Cable Advisory Committee Chairman that °there is as yet little
awareness among educators here of the possible uses of telecommuni-
cations generally, and WI less of the proposed system and any future
Five College or regionally interconnected two-way service. Yet final
planning and licensing arrangements must be completed by June 1.

Another example of room for hope but not for utopian optimism lies in
the operations of The Association for Graduate Education and Research
(TAGER) headquartered at the University of Texas at Dallas. TAGER
operates a micro-wave educational broadcasting system designed to
bridge electronically the distances that separate its participant institu-
tions Presently nine colleges and universities, as well as a number of
industrial firms, are electronically interconnected in the Dallas-Fort
Worth area. The system is technologically simple, consisting of the
sending studios, the network, and receiving classrooms,

A sending studio at a participant campus seats twenty-four students
for live instructiort has two fixed television cameras at the rear of the
room, and one fixed television camera directly above the table at which
the professor sits. Because the cameras are fixed, there is no requirement
for cameramen. Because the system is simply switched on and begins
operating, there is little subtle or creative camera work done, but the
whole operation is very straight-forward and easy to manager. In receiving
classrooms, each pair of students has a telephone which linkS directly to
the sending studio and enables two-way audio interaction between the
student and the ieacher.

Because TAGER places faculty and students in live interaction over
relatively long distances and for very low operating costs, it provides the
possibility of pooling and mobilizing scattered faculty resources for
delivery to classrooms in factories a- J firms as well as in colleges and
universities.

Ironically. TAGER was not conceived by academics but by three
principal officers of Texas Instruments who were interested in enlarging
graduate education in science and technology for industries in the area.
TAGER has succeeded in serving this purpose, but the colleges and
universities in the consortium have been slow to wee TAGER for enriching
their own curricular and faculty resources through the interchange the
consortium network enables.

Obstacles to Acceptance of instructional Techn logy
Some of the reasons why instructional technology has generally not

been more eagerly accepted by the academic community are best
articulated by people who know technology well enough to face its
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limitations. Take, for example, computer-aided instruction (CAI), one of

the more widely-heralded advances of the 605 which hes not gone a gr
distance toward mass acceptance by schools and colleges. John Kemeny

summed up its shortcomings. saying
"I have , two rnalor prejudices against CAI. These are, first, that the
computer 15 a very expensive substitute for a book, and setond, that it

is a very poor substitute for a teacher:12)
Much of the same argument can be advanced in connection with non=

interactive eclucaticnal television.
Many technoiogists have been slow to realize how profoundly passive

an experience is involved in non-interactive television viewing, and how
profoundly active and involving the reading of a good book can be. Many
academics. while unsophisticated in technology, have had the right
instincts on these things. The lack of favor for instructional technology is

earned, and tne responsibility belongs in mod part to innovators who
OversoId their pre.lect to its ultimate detriment. Technological innovation

In education has faHen victim in many ways to the politics of expectation,
Too much pronusedtoo little delivered. It is unfortunate however, that

so much good innovation in instructional iechnolocy has been buried ter-

spectacular failures.
Tnere are at ieast two major choices facing the academic who wishes to

respond to present realities of educational innovation in higher educe-

hon. One of these is technocratic, and the other is homaniStic, complex

and dependent on serendipity.
The technocratic alternative is summed up by Lawrence Fraley and

Ernest Vargas in their article "Academic Tradition and Instructional
Technology"in the Winter 1975 issue of the Journal of Higner Educallom

They will understand my reasons for feeling delreSsed by the Fraley-

Vargas articie in terms of its posture and prescription, The Fraley-Vargas

posture is suggested by their initial statements:

-Learning is change in behavior and can be prescri ed, produced, and

guaranteed like any other product. It is now poSsible to specify the
desired performances of learners and arrange the circumstances of

learning such that those performances will be developed and exhibited

by the learners The hehavioral products, explicitly delineated in
advance, can and should guaranteed. There is no theoretical reason

why schools -should produce ill-formed and inadequate behavioral
products whde we expect manufacturers of physic& products to
produce near perfect items Educators would be far more prepared
for their task if they recognized that they are ri tne behavior-modifica-

tion business.
Today's learners live in a society so complicated that they must

be highly skifld and sophisticated just tO act responsibly. The
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repertoires of many people are taxed by the complexity of acquiring
necessary information, casting an intelligent ballot, ut nizing the t rans-
portation systems of being an effect ive part of today's comMunication
networks.

To meet these chalienges, today's instruction must hecorhe equally
technological and sophisticated. Traditional instructional arrange-
ments. though of ten viewed with nostalgia, cannot de the tot) of
providing mass training to high skill levels. This is because traditional
arrangements were no: evolved to eontrol a sufficient n urrl ber of 1he
critical variables affecting learning.-11)
Messrs Fraley and Vargas are aware of academic resistance to applied

instructional tecnnologies of the newer kind, Their prescription for
response cOmbines the innocent simplicity of the technocratic utopian
with the tearful symmetry of the planner who pays little attention to
human reality Their prescription is simply to displace the inStructional
fenetion of itie existing apparatus of higher education in favor of what
they term an -Instructional Systerrir, Organization", centrally controlIed
by an Administration Division, with four adjunct components entitled
respectively the Curriculum and Design Division, the Production Division,
the Operations Division, and the Quality Control Divison.

The devil. which Nessrs. Fraley and Vargas propose to exorcise, is
what they can the "content expert". They see higher education as
unfortunately dominated by persons who are what more old-fashiened
observers would have called scholars, and who happen also to be in
charge of leaching. This regrettable condition the authors propose to
remed y by saving academ ic departments from the task of teaching which
they do 50 badly, using content experts as "team reernbers- in the
In9tructional Systems Organization, and thereby generally saving educa-
tion from itself.

The humanistic alternative is not nearly so neat as this and is scarcely
reduceable to a single systems chart. To implement thiS alternative one
must begin by acknowledging t hat educators generally underestimate the

difficulty of basic social change in education, ovehestiMate what
instructional technology can de, underestimate the powerful inertia of
established patterns and media of instruction, and overestimate the
capacity of mre .eople to explo t inferential learning and autoinstruc-
banal devices.

Often the moo important technological breakthroughs t ten out to be
like the wheel or the book. Such innovations share a number of
significant features.

They are not passive. Unlike the television screen, they require an
active Commitment from the userbe it as elementary as turning
pages Or as complex as the exercise of imaginative intelligence that

the book requires.
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T hey are not overfly 00, ire' The univers I user can grasp tne
technology with relativt

a They are nor er:nr-asive As these breakthroughs are further refined,

taw, of ten become proportionately less expensive.
They are so beautifully obvious that we wonder wny they were not
t hough t of sooner.

Consider the hook for a moment. The single most important and
influential piece of technology in education, it has remained essentially
unchanged since Gutenberg. if anything, modern technology has enabled
the book to expand its conipetitive edge over other forms ot learning
devices. Today's hook is cheaper. faster to respond to a determined need,
and more versatile than at any earlier time. It ts more portable, less
destructible. more adaptable to any condition than any competitive
device. It requires no separate Support -system, such as electricity, and is
universally accepted, All forms of educational technology must be

nsidered Cin to me book, and unhappily most fail woefully.
ortle of the present communications technology amply meet t he

criteria one example is the portable transistor radio. While noted more
for Quiri'cliOWiriQ, finger-snapping annoyance in the United States, it has
rod massive distribution in developrng countries and substantial impact

,r,ri cultural change Sof conlainod, needing only occasional batteries, it
has the potential to serve tile illiterate in th manner the book serves the

literate. Another example is the hand calculator. Its introduction has
changed school and college mathematics learning the way the fiber-glass
pole changed pole vaulting, Every shopper can turn the supermarket
ordeal into a seminar in econometrics. In the hand calculator, however,
one finds the benef its of speed, potential accuracy, and universal
mathematical ability traded off against certain possible losses. A

possible negative side-effect of this device is a dirninutiOn in the
individuars r-iwn capacity for Quantitative analysis. Judging by the
epidemic marketability of tne calculator, it is evident how the cost-benefit
analysis of most consumers comes out on this matter,

The audio cassette is another breakthrough, a variation on the book or
the WWI statement, with advantages of use for certain individuals in
situations that are altogether new. Its compact size, simplicity, and
reiterative capability tend to otf-set its disadvantages of relative brevity
and the lack of an interactive dimension important in learning situations.

Interactive television, such as the TAGER network and other systems
with greater Capability, haS the potential to be a major breakthrough in
developed, sophisticated societies. Although expensive in initial capital
outlay, it features simplicity in design and use, and relatively unlimited
content abitity. Perhaps its greatest strength for higher education is its
ability te extend the classroom and educational access beyond the
camp US: 70
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The human ist ic alternative looks realistically toward a longer courtship
and voluntary marriage between education and technology, rather than
toward (he kind of shotgun wedding Messrs. Fraley and Vargas propose.
The more a specific technology can readily be apprehended by the
potential user as a tool for radically enlarging one's own capabilities, the
greater is likelihood of rapid acceptance and incorporation into the work
kit of teacher and learner. Perhaps the greatest illustration of this is the
acceptance of the comp,. ';er, not as a tool of education in the narrow
pedagogical sense, but as a revolutionary enlargement of capability to
move through the dog-work on which intelligent quantified analysis must
rest,

The humanistic alternative recognized how much the 'factor of
serendipity, rather than rigid forward planning, affects what educators
p.nd students do with instructional technology. Few of the technological
breakthroughs mentioned in this chapter were developed by educational
technologists for education. They burst unannounced upon the scene,
were seized and adapted by ordinary people before educators grasped
therm ionificance, and proceeded to carve their own niche through their
simple competence. Nlhile some educational technologists were fiddling
around wi:h CAI, millions of students were having their educational
horizons enlarged ty inexpensive xerographic reprints, by paperbacks, by
tape players, and even by the transistorized radio. While educators were
deep in try0ig to revolution ize quantitative literacy through the New Math ,
enginetir.R had begun taking home their perAet calculators to figure out
their Income lakes. There are many ether devices ot similar imporLince
waiting in the wings to be discover0 add broacIty aCcepted. The
sererdiply factor will undoubtedly t,'rike af,'4ain and again, each time
end-running the presumptive techtic kqgicai inrvator in education who
struggles with h is might y spoilisticated electtor,ic mountain that persists
in turning out Id he an aLademic moionil I,

Conclusion
A healthy scepticism about rtheational innovation and instructianal

technology is warranted by W., experience of the past ten years.
Educational technotogists must) be wary of over-selling themselves and
others, and must understand that academics who do not frantically
plunge into the use of instructional technology are not necessarily evil.
Change will corn° it one persists wisely. Most often it will come because
tne technological tool is clearly a servant of human purposes and fits
easily in our hands.
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CHAPTER 6
by BRUCE LUSIGNAN

The Public Service Satellite
Consortium

Two former governors and a public broadcasting official have been
given a mandate to create a new corporation to bring satellite communi-
cations within the reach of schools, colleges, hospitais, and Other public

institutions throughout the United States. Such a system would use
satellite receivers costing less than one tenth the $100,000 price of the
large "dishes' required by presently available satellites.

"In Eskimo villages in Alaska, Indian reservations in the Rockies, and

Veteran Administration hospitals in Appalachia and a NASA satellite is
already demonstrating that such a service is technically feasible. what we

need now Is to turn these experiments into a permanent service available

to all," said H. Rex Lee, former governor of American Samoa and nOw

visiting professor at San Diego State University which hosted the
organizational meeting of the Public Satellite Consortium. Lee, a member

of the Federal Communications Commission until his retirement last
year. Jack M. Campbell, ex-governor of New Mexico and now president of

the Federation of the Corporation for Public Broadcasting, were chosen

by more than 200 doctors, educators, and communications specialists to
incorporate the consortium as a permanent nut-for.profit cerporation. To

assist them, the other members of an eleven-man steering committee
were asked to continue their efforts. Later, another eleven members will

be added to insure adequate representation for all potential beneficiaries

of the proposed system.

The consortium was initiated in December 1974 after a series of
meetings brought together educators, health care specialists and
communications experts who were excited by the early results of an array

'MN gaper 4 exempt from copyright.
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of health and education experiments now underway on NASA's ATS-6,
the most powerful communications satellite ever launched.

Under a previous agreement with India, the satellite was be moved to a
new orbital location in May 1975 so that India may demonstrate the use of
satellite communications for literacy training, family planning, and
teaching better farming methods in 5,000 locations in the vast subconti-
nent,

P5SC Goal
The goal of the new Public Service Sa ell ite Consortium is to see that

the technology demonstrated by the experimental NASA satellite
becomes the basis for a permanent operational system. Reports at the
San Diego meeting indicated that there is a substantial demand for the
kinds of services such a satellite system could provide and that sufficient
revenues to support such a system could be generated from user fees.

On the basis of a preliminary survey, Dr, Kennejh Lokey, Chairman of
the PSSC's Traffic Model committee, estimated that seven television
channels would be required to meet the demand for service if the system
is to serve the Public Broadcasting System for interconnecting PBS
stations and at least four channels without PBS traffic. However, these
early estimates may be too conservative. Several representatives of tile
health field complained that they had not been contacted in the
preliminary survey, and that immediate requirements by medical users
would necessitate still more channels if the health community was not to
find itself lef t out.

Further definition of the market is one of the prime goals of the
consortium, and studies will continue. It is anticipated that if sufficient
evidence of future business opportunities can be gathered, one or more of
the commercial domestic satellite operators may be attracted into the
field. The PSSC plans to explore meeting the needs for such a service
through existing carriers as well as looking at the possibilities of
establishing a new special service system.

Draft articles of incorporation and by-laws were approved at the
meeting and Lee, Campbell, and Quayle were instructed to proceed with
the process of incorporation under District of Columbia law. A not-for-
profit corporation with membership limited to other non-profit groups
was established.

Representatives of more than thirty organizations in attendance at the
San Diego meeting paid or pledged dues of $500 - $5,000 in the
consortium. While the consortium has limited membership to other
non-prof it organ izaHons, continued cooperation was pledged with private
sector groups interested in supplying and/or using low cost satellite
communications.
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First Steps
The first steps after incorporation .:ituded the appointment of an

executive committee; the three incorporators, plus two others. Governor
Lee continues as chairman until the election of a full slate of officers at
the corporation's first regular meeting. Quayle also continues as vice
chairman.and Frank W. Norwood, of the Joint Council on Educational
Telecommunications, as secretary.

The committee has asked the Joint Ccencil on Educational Telecom-
munications, a council of natiOnal education and public broadcasting
groups, : serve as secretariat until the Public Service Satellite
Consc 'Num san c3iablish its own officb and staff; The JCET is located at
1126 Sixteenth Street. N .J;, in Washington, D.C. (202 659-9740).

Other members on the continuing steering committee ere: Ralph P.
Christensen, Mountain States Regional Medical Program; George Gee-
sey, National Public Radio; Gordon A. Law. Satellite Technology
Demonstration; Bruce B. Lusignan, Stanford University; Harold Morse,
Appalachian Regional Comrnision; Marvin R. Weatherly, Office of the
Governor, Alaska; and Daniel R. Wells, Public Broadcasting Service.



CHAPTER 7
by ROBERT H. SCOTT

Planning for Computing
Resources

This chapter focuses on two general premises. First, that information
processing is an expensive and Important resource; and, second, that
information processing should be recognized, planned for, measured,
and treated as an expensive and important resource. With the first of
these two premises, there Is little disagreement In the higher educational
community in the United States. However, behavior with respect to the
second is far leas uniform. In some institutions, computing receives

significant attention in the planning process from those who establish
policy. In others, Information processing is a problem left to middle-level
administration without significant attention from the policy-making level.

Several factors are most Important if an institution Is to assure effective
management of Information processing resources and harmony between

the various goals of the institution and the information processing
seMces provided to assist in meeting those goals.

S rategic, Tactical, and Operational Issues
Precisely what factors should one consider in planning for computer

use at colleges and universities at the strategic, tactical, and operational
levels? At the strategic level seven issues must be addressed.

First, administrators must define the role of information processing in
the institution's mission. For example, is the institution anxious to be at

the forefront of information processing technology, to affect the state of
the art in this field, and to contribute to the development of Industrial
practice In Information processing, or is it primarily a consumer of
information processing in its programs of research and Instruction? Will
information systems play a central role In planning for the institution or
will planning be diepersed throughout the organization?

Second, what direction will the institution take and how does the
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establishment of this direction affect information processing? Is the
institution increasing or decreasing its level of activity in areas such as
science, engineering, and management which are typically heavy users of
information processing technology? Is it expanding or contracting Its
research program? Will its management be centralized or decentralized?

This is the issue of understanding the institution's long-range plans.
Precisely what will be the role of information processing at the Institution
in five to ten years?

What is the direction of development in information processing
technology? What will the cost curves be for hardware performance, and,
perhaps more important, what are the developing technologies In

operating systems and applications software? How will the institution
capitalize on new information processing services provided by industry?

How can policy be determined for information processing at the
institution? Clearly, policy must reflect various viewpoints including the
strategic plans of the institution, financial reality, and the consent of the
governed; but there are many mechanisms that can be used for such
policy determination.

What should be the rate of penditure for information processing
compared with expenditure for other resources? Should computing
represent one, two, or three percent of the educational budget? Should
this rate grow or shrink?

Seventh, whar is the history of information processing at the
institution, and what relation does this history have to goal setting? Does
tne existence of investments in certain programs preclude certain
changet?

At the tactical level seven related issued must be addressed. What
should the organization be like? Organizational struct'ura can and should
change to reflect current needs as well as strengths and weaknesses of
individual employees. Organizations must reflect current expectations
and current realities, but it is unwise to expect that a single organiza-
tional structure will enduro for a long period of lime in a quickly changing
field like information processing.

What ere the needs of the community of users at the institution? What
are the groupings developing within the user community; What are the
concerns of these groupings and what does the future hold for them? Are
they prospects for user group funding?

A relatively concrete, medium-range plan must be determined for the
institution. In this plan, the specific objectives for a two or three year
period can be identified and short-range decisions can be seen as steps
towards the achievement of these plans. Clearly, such plans are subject
to many external influences, and it is important to revise plans as external
influences change. Understanding of options available to the institution
irt the intermediate range, together with the associated risks and
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promises, must be sought It is important that an analysis of the available
options extend as widely as possible in order to assure that no option and
no constituent group is accidentally neglected. In the selection of options
to be followed, all of the factors important to the institution must be
brought to bear in order to integrate a good solution.

How can resources be allocated in the intermediate range for
information processing? Resource allocation decisions typically are
made either as a part of or parallel with the budgeting process. In all
cases the process should allow effective analysis of the benefits
associated with allocating more or fewer resources to information
processing. (..;(.4,icerning cost recovery the institution must decide
whether computer service should be charged directly or managed within
the community as a free good. The answer to this question is complex
and depends on the goals the institution is trying to achieve, on its style,
and on the costraints it faces.

For planning at the operational level, five areas should be considered.
First, how will the institution meet its short-run needs? What specific
individuals and organizations are needed to assure that the service
required is provided in the best possible way"? Second, how will inputs
and outputs be controlled and measured? What cost and performance
measurements should be developed for information processing service
facilities? How should the benefits of computer ser,lice be related to the
costs? What control systems should be in place'? Third how will the
institution assure that information processing operates with a user
conscience. What management techniques, reward structures, and
personnel development programs are needed to assure that all facets of
the information processing organization are directed at providing the best
possible service to the user community? Fourth, how can maximum
knowledge be gained and led into tactical level planning? Results from
the day-to-day operations on a short-term basis frequently indicate
problems and challenges that have long-range impact, and which should
be recognized as early as possible. Fifth one must consider a large set of
specific functions of an information processing 'facility, such as
operations, accounting, user services, applications development and
maintenance, publications, software systems, education, data control,
and personnel development.

Of the strategic, tactical, and operational level issues, three are of
paramount importance. Experience at M.I.T. and elsewhere in the
information processing community, indicates that a large majority of
information processing problems are caused by a lack of attention to
three critical issues: at the strategic level, the place of information
prOcessing in the mission of the institution; at the taCtical level, the
community needs; and at the operational level, operation of information
processing with a user conscience- If the institution focuses on these
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three issues and is able to pr"ide goo° answ the questions they

raise, it will find a substantial compatibility between its information

processing facilities and the goats, desires, and needs of its community.

Cos -Benefit Issues
Costs and benefits of information processing can be weighed

effectively in the planning proess, In that process an institution must
consider both Su I3O4y arid derTland in information processing concerns.
Individual users Within 3 coMmunity make demands on information
processing on a daily basis and typicaliy at small financial levels. Supply
decisions newever, are whollY different, for they must be made with the
long term in mind and ono supply decision must meet many demand

decisions, Few areas in the university other than the information
and derhand decisions which differ by so many

nitude This fact heightens both the difficulty and
importance of the inforrnahon Processing decision.

Demand decisions should be made, as much as possible, at the same

level as other demand decisions in the university to ensure an accurate

reflection of the relative values of information processing and of other
resources. SuPPly deeisiOnsi on the other hand, clearly must reflect
shi5h=run and long-run issues. Total costs must be considered, for
example, in a decision to change computer operating systems, for it is

Possible that such a decision wilt cause financial disruption to a very

large number of programs. In addition, supply decisions may lock the

Institution into certain types of hardware systems or operating environ-

ments for a Peru,d of tiMe
In this area, It is important to quantify projections, predictions, and

eXpectations whenever possible. If the individuals within a community

say that far glbre cornponng is needed in a particular program, it is

important to understand sPeoilically what is meant by "far more
computing" as well as the relative costs of the increase to the department

or protect invOlved. wrote it is important to reduce decisions to a fir-nncial

basis where Possible, institutidnai style and the long-range goals must
always be reflected.

Another area to consider is the value te the institution of the operating
sYstem environment and of its continuous development. What seems like

a good short-term decision may not be best in the long run. Sometimes
universities tend to orasp at short-term solutions to nagging problems,

but it is important, whenever possible, to raise these issues to the
highest level and to understand their long-term implications,

Finally planners must rec(3gnize that costs tend to be clear while
benefits are unclear. Oecause this difference sometimes makes costs

overshadow benefits, it iS important continuously to enhance the
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visibility of benefits. Costs and benefits can and must be effectively
weighed in the planning process,

Control Issues
Can pricing schemes allocate resources better than other planning

approaches? The answer to this question clearly depends on the Institu-
tion's characteristics and on its long-term goals. For example, matters of

concern include the degree to which an institution has sponsored
research and external sales or the degree to which it Is dependent on
external suppliers and is in the situation where computing I-1 e ,arrti)

rather than a fixed cost,
There are several advantages to using pricing schemes tc. alk,cate

resources. For one, quick, short-term feedback on the value and qual:ta

of service is provided. In addition, given free economk:s (the fact that
funds are free and not restricted to the purchase of computing), an
institution can ensure maximum effectiveness in Its operation. For
example, Individual computing resources can be appropriately scaled, the

relative value of computing tc a particular program is clear, and a good
balance can be made between Internally and externallyprovided computer

service. Third, If computer services are carried at full cost, attention will
be paid to the computer resource at all levels of the Institution on a value

basis, and the expenditure for computing will not be over or under-
shadowed by other expenditures. Finally, when computer service
purchase is placed on a financial basis the rationality of the process
improves and planning issues are substantially simplified.

Some of the issues discussed here are illustrated by data from MIT,

ter,has a very heavy cernmitMent to information processing In programs

of instruction, research, and administration and in the study and

development of computer and information systems. In addition, since

MIT has large and diverse Information processing capabilities it can serve

as a microcosm of the education community on the issue of external and

internal computer sl=29- MIT administrators continuously face the Issue

of whether to increase the size of the central computer facility or add to

the number of departmental computer faciiities located on the campus.

Figure 1, Central Facilities, outlines the costs of academic and
administrative computer facilities operated by MIT as central services

on the campus, -During fiscal -,toar 1975, these services cost MIT

approximately $8,700,000 to suppori and had a net value to the institulon

of $5,300,000 since $1,400,000 In computer service was sold externally.

This external sale has two fundamental benefits for MIT. First, it allows

the institution to cooperate with other organizations, particularly colleges

and universities; in the exportation of computing methods and tech-

niques internally developed. Second, it allows MIT to operate at a more
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Capitol
Fiscal 1975 Equipcnvol Extoriol Net Value

Coat Not liaiuclOci Slet tO Institute

Academic & Research $4,778.000 0 $1,400,000 76,000
Services

Administ rat ive Servic 1,194,000 0 0 1194,000

Institute-Wide 116,000 0 0 116,000
Management & Planning
Administrative Systems 541 000 0 0 641,000
Development

100,000 0 0 100,000External Purchases

Sub $6,729, 0 0 $1 400,000 $5,329,000

Figure 1. M.I.T. nform o Processing C Is; Fiscal 975; Central
Facilities

efficient point on the economy of scale cu than wOuld otherwise be
possible.

Figure 2, Departmental Facilities, outlines the Cost of the ten computer
service facilities operated at MIT to serve particular department and
laboratory needs. To the approximate annual cost of $900,000 for these
facilities, one must add approximately $900,000 in additional cost to
reflect the fact that equipment has been purchased for theSe centers in
previous years and is not being amortized The inclusion of thls capital
equipment equivalent reveals the true cost of these facilities ($1,790,000)
on a replacement basis. Similarly, Figure 3, Project Facilities, outlines
the approximate cost to the Institute the mit-II-computer systems that
serve programs of instruction and research and of the 250 terminals
located on the campus. These systems cost the Institute $1,580,000
($500,000 annual cost, $1,080,000 capital equipment equivalent).

Summarizing the $8,700,000 MIT computer budget Figure 4 Indicates
that approximately 60% of the budget is provided centrally, 20% through
depai (mental facilities, and 20% through project facilities. Over the past
five years, the number of project facilities has grown at a substantial rate,
and the balance between departmental and central facilities has shifted In
favor of central facilities. In the long run, M.I.T. will probably have fewer
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Net vaiu
to Institut.

cowl
Fiscal 1975 Equipment

Cost Not Included
External
Sales

Management School $ 25,000 0 0 $ 25,000

Mech. Eng.-Civil Eng. 135,000 0 0 135,000

Chemical Engineering 15,000 15,000 0 30,000

Nuclear Science (gener I 325,000 300,000 0 625,000

Archiecture & Planning 60,000 60,000 0 120.000

Projei-t MAC 100,000 100,000 0 200,000
Oyna ic Modelling
Project MAC 100,000 100,000 0 200,000
Autortv,1ic Programming

Artificial Intelligence 100,000 200,000 0 300,000

Nuclear Science (PEPR) 40,000 100,000 0 140,000

Research Lab for 15,000 0 0 15,000
Electronics

Subtotal $915,000 $875,000 0 ,790,000

Figure 2. M.I.T. Informati n Processing Costs; Fisc I 197 Departmental
Facilities

Fi i 197$
Cost

Capital
Equipment

Nat includerl
External

Sales
Net vsius

la lnatitute

Research Facilities $ 300,000 $ 900,000 0 $1 ,200,000
(--165 machines)

Educational Facilities 20,000 100,000 120,000
(^AO machines)
Terminals
(e-250 devices)

1b0,000 80,000 260,000

Subto I $50 000 $1,080,000 0 00

Figure 3. M.I.T. Information Processing Co5ts; Fitic
Facilities

8 2

95; Fr Oct
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1. Cen.tra: Fac t;es

2. Departmenta Faclitt

P: Factes

AmoLint of Iota

$5.329.000 61 2

1.5e0,000 18 2

100 0

'61c- CI -6 capital c,qti.- -rit equivalent exiudes external sales.

Figure 4 M.I.T. Information Processing Costs; Fiscal 1975; Summary

Ccmpvilr'g of

Tetai BudeI Costt CoMputing Totai

Direct Academic Budgets $ 28,799,000 $ 640,000 2.2 7.3

Direct := Lin;5- Budget:.5 8.008,C0 100,000 1.3 1 2

Direct Research Budgets 60,813,000 5,964 ,000 9.9 68.6

AH AdministratiJe Budgets 41,962,000 1.995,000 4.8 22.9

Total $13 82.000 $6 6 9,000 6.3 100.0

'es capital equipment equivalent; excludes external sales.

Figure 5. ?.$.1.T. Sources of Funds for Information Processing; Fiscal 1975
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SUMM.%RY
BATCH PROCESSING SYSTEM

MONTHLY ADJUSTMENT FACTOR 1.12

EXPETED INCOME ACTUAL

COST POOL (MIONTmLY ADJUSTED) INCOME

CARDS . 9,007.79 9,16176

LINES PRINTED 25,507.22 28 302.73

CARDS PUNCHED 2,516 2 7 2,105.55

TAPE 5ETUP MI, 3.431 213 -274.

DISK SETUP MIN 1.8,--7 19 2,362.52

CPU MINS 42,080.63 29,232.61

CTCIO CPS 1.609.59 1.525.59

TAPE 10 OPS 2,205 70 1,419.31

DISK 10 OPS 11,116.75 12,015.47

K BYTE MIN 23,645.80 23,272.08

RJ UNIT RECORD 408.47 .40

JOB HANDLING 9,048.11 9,282.90

SETUP HANDLING 3,823.14 4,200.12

PJ q ANDLING 305 89 1.10

SOFTWARE SETUP CHARGE 3,212.59 3,160.14

TOTAL INCOME 139,806 45 129,355.64

Figure 6_ M.I.T. InformatIon ProcessIng Centør Income WWI ution

Report, March 1975
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departmental facihties and the balance wili shift further towards central
and Project

in Fiave 5 one can see me source of tunas required to meet the
se 700.000 computer budget and the relationship between information
processing exvinses and the $140.000.000 annue, Ji.:er.lting budget for
on-campus activities at MIT. Approxii-iately oit !h r.! i.;irect academic
budget a cpent on computing. This amounts to about 7i2d0 per Student, an

nnin which while large relative to universities in general. is in fact not
realizes that a substantial portion of M1T's student body is

sqrama of mstruction and research in ef-gineering, science.
-t Tf.e OO of (he direct research budget provided for

- n fact, atypically larcr, and reflects the heavy concentra-
ar use in research at MIT, ooth aS a tool and as a subject Of

00,000 provided for computing in tne administrative
I 4'-c, of total expenditures which is slightly larger than

- if uat but is not unusual for large, privaie

illust,ates the degree t, -which the -costs of various
controlled in the short run. in March, 1975

epected Am..; lual income for the large batch-processing system
:operated 5 it MIT Infp,m[n- il farocessing ainter were, with three
nvnentions, substannaliy 'wo of these exceptions are small
and not significant, and the id a ,.,.eption (CPU minutes( reflects a
consniok-:. Oer.;..aon it sell Dova,, :;,;at in order to encourage usage MIT
cseu this iy:.iof -fv; repel which includes a comparison of expected and
0;_tual ,r, a shsrt-term bs to determine whether rates should be
raised air iowered or services expanded or contracted.

Summary
In this briel discussion, is Sues have been outlined that are important tc

assuring a fir,d airyi information processing facility in an i'istitution Of
edunation, Tr.-! main theme m claarly that information processing
rJ.n]oricfnon managed as tise important and expensive resource



CHAPTER 8
by CHAKLE)C- JOYCE, Jr:

Computer Networki g and
National Telecomm naications
Policy

Ch.q:r the ast Ave ye:ar s. developments in communications technology
have permitted copote:, in different locatiol.'3 to be connected to each
other, and to a great variety of types of remote user terminals. Not
surprisingly, one finds an array of obstarle-s to the effective employment
of a new communications technology. There mave been similar difficulties
with communications satellites, broadband ca'Cos, and other communi-
cations tecnnologies all of whinn have been the subject of intensive
government policy studies and initiatives. It is, therefore, appropriate to
explore what effect government policies will have on the u:ie of
networking technology, and whether any policy in' atives are desirable.

Networking is not an end in itself. One of the conci,Jsions of
EDLICAYI networking seminars, as rec.orted in the book "Netwolrs
Research and Education"11) was:

"Networking does not in and of itself oILer a solution to current
ciencies. What it does offer is a promising vehicle with wr (-Th to
about important changes in user pm tices, institutional procr
and governmool policy that can lead to effective solutions,

To what dniiciencies apes the quotahor, refer? Problems suci-i as
excess ciorauting capacity, duplication of software development efforts,
incompalLpilities, excessive strategies are all ceficiencies. In a word,
higher en.Jcation must rationalize its total investment In computer
resources includ'ng hadware, software, ancl people. What networi. ig
has show- . Ma; to detiver co.nputer seni:ce, the computer doesn't have
to he near at hand. It doot,n't even have to e dnoer one's cliree-A control. It
can oe anywher0 ano ''Joeiong to anybody. Whai networking does is to
destroy what has for over twenty year-s, 'he cardinal rule of getting

91
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-,;rncossinci_ ;i.ai the hrst step 10 get a
computer

!ts P !r, the essentiality of a locai
cnmpater another thinci m brIng about some eew order oaseci
correet t,-e-.enical and eonorr). ,:^''oeo Bringing about such a new r

is in fact ,j4 fairly St.71gqi.,r;11,"; Criailerl,_:;P. HON does one go abeut it?

Basic Strategies
000/t^ ',,trateg ir;ts on,:, :wo categories: the Grand Design

a-id the Mao.et fAf,Cnani

Grand Desigo is an engeloorinr;,c,:-:nted approach. It seeks to
,:ncompass all of the facalities and r area of interest into a
fa cocirdinaed and ratior.alized eat subject tO centralized planning

-r Grarid fregeorkrty

desc,ribed hy analogy no the exist- ; networks for the generation and
di-1, `-mtion cif electrical power, o' Me public telephone network. The

Der,ie t-g,;(.011y ,e engineers view of how a complex
hot r ceded sysfer, srlouln designed. organized, and manc

The other approach to F

graduaily ti) Introduce mOn;
It marKet forces are given
against duplication of ef
and other torms ineffici,

iiizing national investmerits is tr,.

ore market mechanisms into the aPeri,..
i:nt room to operate, tht-h iwill militate

ixce.,,,a capacity disfunCtional subsidies,
,. Although market forces may not deal with

thOm r't!y np,irner Ls .ic;mt. .4trative approaches about
1-2conr)i-iii,_Aliy optimal results at every point in time.

There are sin,A3re, eminent and reasonable people who would defend
each of propositions. It is fair to say, however, that at least in the
field of intidtmation, computers, and conmlunications, present govern-
m,..nt policy 18 heayify weighted toward reHloce on market mechanisms.
Some elements of the granr1 design do affect government thinking, but
these consideration=; are definitely si.;ondary in 1975 as a strategy for
rationalizing either iiovernment or national investments. The primary
thrust is a rrmri, apprerv:h.

As a consequence of this hasic policy thrust, o7-ie will for example find
supy.rt in government for the idea that the government must, as a

m:Iter of national policy, and at whatever cost, bring about the
constri.ichon of a National E:'-,Y,eience Information Network, or a National
Educational Computing Network, or any totally integrated system of that
sort. Consistent with that also, there is no effort to create within the
government a completely integrated r,omputer-communications network
,losigned to meet all of government's own teleprocessing ricsJs
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Advantages of The Market Approach
A marke- approach is a situation where the end users recognize what

they need 'erms of computing, or wformation. Or an ability to traichr 7
inforrnatIC. They then attempt to meet those needs by buying data
processing nformation or communications service in an organized
market for h services. Contrast this with a situation wnere the users
cuy and ope, ,:e capital equipment, such as e.:cimputers and comenunica=
bons devices, to riljet directly their Own anticipated needs for service.

There are several advantages to the en..rket approacn wnich lead the
°thee of Telecommunications Policy i JIC) g and other government policy
sources to believe that it has m.,ich to tt le this tieid at this time_ Under
thIS approach. the user buys, and payS for only what is needed in the way
of specific service, and only when it is needed. One isn't forced to buy
capabilities which may not be needed in the future. in a highly organized
market tor servmes, one may also he able to luoge more reaiisticaliv the
vaiue of cerfa,r- servrce pe, fuTman,:e rxq, amynts. ilke accuracy,
reliability, or speed of service, when a differential price is associated with
each. Those tradeoffs are much harder to deal with, if tney are dealt with
at all, when one ;5 pianning an in-house Syslern.

A seisim_l advantage to the service approach is that it relieves the user
of the requirement to become expert in the planning and design of
technical facilities. This does not mean that th e. user need have no
expertise at all: I3ut it does limit fl . depth to which one deed go in
facilities design and management in cider to get a lob done.

The serocp market provides a be-Iter economic framework within which
suppliers can make economic investment decisions in new data process-
ing and communications facii,,ies. HaAng a good idea how mui.h users
are willing to pay fu various sennces and teatures, suppliers can perform
fairly straiglattoeward ecom:Li investment analysis. A user trying to do
the same analysis is rapidly into a coSt-benefits framework and is
Overcome by the orobIem of attempting to qi_iantify intangible benefits.
Rational nvestment analysis for a user is much more difficult than
invester t analysis for a business firm serving an orderly market for
services.

As a corollary io this. ecnnoiogical cha,. ,es that improve efficiency
will be more readily and correctly assimilated in a service market because
their value can determined in relation to the bottom line of

prof e-makice suppliels. Users, on the other Iond, who ,.'q.151
alroady 1,1ficailly putting iheir operation on an econocilic
basis, are a, irapped by considerations of having the tatest the
fastest, arc: tt'te best.

Finaliy, a reasonable degree t sharing should ocCur in a ^ -erly
organized market because Litif,.ss firms are more likely to resolve make-
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Or-buy dec,sions :n tne interest of economic etficiency. Users find it more

d;ffieug to escape from toe idea of having their own facility.

Policies favoring the Market Approach
Those advantages ot Inc market approach seem almost made-to-order

for the kind5 ot structural deficiencies which most observers See m many

areas of computer ang communication application today, In response to

tn.;;;-;-:; ns issued :n t974 a policy favoring a market
approach meeting the government's own communications needs. The

policy encourages Federal agencies to view themselves primarily as users
telecommurnitions services. It suggests that they minimize their own

inyolvernont in the a;,iu;sition of capital equipment and the inJhotrae
production ot telecommunications services to meet their own needs. A

4ey to n` this policy will be the continued evolution of a
-c,mpetitive r:ommerc,al market for telecommunications services.

Trus pohc-y :s beginning to take hold, though it will not guicouy
permeate oil of the government. Full compliance with the policy will
reguire grofeund changes .n system planning, requirements specifica-
tion, and procurement practies which will take some time to develop.

There IS also the possibility of a policy shift in the Federal data
processing policy away from extensive government -peridence on

,n,n;)use data erncessing facilities. A 1974 Strategy tG,, Ay completed

within the gni,ierriment snows that 85% of government computing
exponaltares are eurriiintly gofer; to in-house systems, compared witn

only fur commercial -.er-v--2,Z=., There IA a iits:tinct possibility that

government policy -win he ...,iveloped favoring a radical shift in this mix.
.mp,7-)etaet component to this strategy may aso be a revision in pricing

arrangements for internal government service bureau. As long as
government computer instaliations can ;;;A computer services to one
another under mandatory sharing rules at prices approaching short run
marginal cost, it ;G going to be (Jiff:cult fur any Commeicial serv;ce bureau

to compote Full coPt pricing Of inferno, service bureaus is a minimum

stop to producing better market mechanisms within the
government arenA.

Making the Market Work
easy enough fo talk about the advantages of a market approach, It's

rtatr,y enough to write clown and send out government policies favoring the

use at commercial services, Making it work takes something more than

words.
Experience higher eduation shows that it takes much more than a

teuinical c,apability computers together to bring about a rational

89
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SharirH of computing resources. The seminars on networking which
EDUCOM sponsored came te the conclusion that there were really three
Orfferent networks whicn had to be organized before a market could
evolve and operate !within tne nigher education community. These three
networks were termed a user services network, a transmission network,
and a facilitating neattiork_

The transmission netwc 7ations system that physi-
cally rinks Isle user sites with tne -ode supplying computer service. The
user services network is not a technical network at all. but rather a
representation ut the pnysical and organizational resources 01 the
marketthe users who are willing and able to buy, arid the sup iets with
data processing facodies whose cervices they are anxious to sell.

One of the most powerful result of EDUCOM's networking efforts has
peen the recognItion that these two networks alone are no sufficient to
make the market work. What is missing ate the necessary tesourees and
arrangements to create and enforce standards, establish baste user

accoLing and tiiffir.g, fi.lrnsrf documen-
tation and general user support, and perform other critical fto
which are essential to bring users and suppliers together in ae
market situation The erganization for providing this third.se" . 'cos

is the facilitating network. A sound facilitating network is a JJa-sts.

for creative viable new markets. It is the absence of effective
netwoAs that makes it so difficult to put to use in the private sectrtr snrr
of the latest developments to communications and computer technology,
such as, for examplr.v, advanced communications satellites.

The Case of High Power Satellite Technology
NAsA has developul t! technology of high powered satellites to the

point where smail arat inexpensive earth terminals are capable of
receiving television signals directly from the satellite. Earth terminals,
costing z:-.ts little as $5.000, receive home quality television signals
!torn 5-uch a satellite,

NASA has placed one onorirn.. cl atellite of this type in orbit, and a
very enthusiastic user cce. 'c 'oraty nas developed in the areas of health
and education: There are many who feel that the capanility to distribute
nigh duairty a!tdie-visual materials inexpenstvely to a nationwide,
Instituc t.tould have revolutionary effects on education, and
that ,rro ;save cc !tagnificant impact on portions of the health

ttyserri.
As t.t n erest, there has bef:,. pressure NASA ,c laench

of this type for continued use by tho health and
euecation communities OTP feeis, for all the reascas cited earlier,
fhirf this typo of for.hnology should be transferred is soon as possible to

9 0
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the private sector whr it can be cut to work in a private marker for
comMumcarions serNices. However, the i.ranster is not easily accom-
pested Adnougn many people feei that the market ;$ there, suppliers
who 'would ha.ie to invest up to a hundred million dollars in order to
service this market are unable to identity enough users with sufficient
as..iutaTice to iashfy immediate investment. Users in educational institu-

.0ew fhe sateHle earth terminal costs as minimum, but
rial progrommiag will come from, Producers
nt sure what programming will Self, or what

. oats rf',$!, ,s the mechanism to get it
The cj._,mponents that are retssing are very closely analogous

-f 0 ,,,IC-i:iffrg,ph -etwork
h 0,45it , formed in the private sec

p ellite users. The Public Service
ergani7ation of users and others who are

mterest deyeicipment of this market,

Facilitating Netw irks for Computer Communic;.tions Services
Some ,pla of facilitating network is obviously necessary to change any

portion pt the current computer-communications complex from a

situation in which users own nnd operate their own facilities to one in
which there is an organized market for services. Yet two principal
obstacles block effective progress in this direction in the private sector.
One is a general iack of people and institutions experienced in performing
facilitating network functions. The other is a lack of adequote funding
sources for at least the start up costs of new facilitating networks.

In the short run, either the Federal Government or private foundations
are the most likely sources of funding assistance for developing the
know-how to perform facilitating network functions, and for fw--iding the
start up costs of facilitating networks in basically new areas. Thi$ is not

that fro users will not play some role in the fundmo of these
1,es. But in the face of so much uncertainty, user ccnfrbii-no1, seern

to be presently inadequate to meet the start up costs and the costs of
developing the proper know-how.

Brokers as -acilitators
There is a recent development which could change this situation. The

Federal Communications Commission is currently considerinl whether,
and to what extent, sharing and resale of communicati - a 'acilities
should be permitted by broker$ and value-added netw,.:': von:gots, arid
whether such entities should De subiect to regulation I: qt 1 has

submitted an analysis and opinion in this important , ,ocatind

1
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elimination of restrictions on resale and hrokerage, and a maximum of
freedom for unregulated entities to act as communications hrokers and to
provide value-added network services. If the OTP recommendations were
accepted by the Commission, it is quite possible that brokers Or %Wen-,
added network vPridc-r, iou d begin to perThrm facilitation functions, In
the case of a pure communications offering, such as high powered
satellite seri:ice, communications brokers might provide the missing link
betwee'n iJ.-irriers program suppliers and the user community. In the caSe
of computer-communications networks, we might see hybrid computer-
sismmunioations services oeinn developed by value-added network
vendors who obtain transmission capacity from existing carriers,
comnine it with specialized switching or data processing features and sell
it to specialized communities,

In order to offer vely create and sell network services of this type, a
broker will nave to perform most or all of the facilitating functions. Broker

will derive directly from the efficiency gain which has been
achieved by designing a network for the particular community of users,
Biokeis ma rego,iei, idtie or no investment in facilities since their
investment is primarily in marketing, system design, and general
know-how, This investment would be reepvered through user charges
over the economic lite of his network,

In short, a permissive environment on resale, brokerage and value-
added network services may be the necesary and :iiifficient condition for
the private sector to bring forth the investment cripital required to set up
and operate facilitating networks,

Overall Technical Planning
What is the relevance of the Grand Design? Is there no need to worry

about tne technical isfrastructure which is emerging as a reSult of market
forces? Is all broad-gauged technical planning unnecessary or counter
productive?

First of all. to the extent that the government or any user community
continues to operia at least some of the technical facilities it useS,
technical planning will be needed. The government is certainly going tO
need some type of broad architectural plan governing the future
relationships smong the computer and communications facilities which
Continue 10 Lae operated in-house. The consolidation of in-house

,,k0y to be a continuing trenC, and the government is going to have .o
determine whether this should be along geographical, organizational, or
fi,nctionei lines, and how far it should proceed. It must also t-T

recognized Vnat the sharing ot communications may not be on quite the
same Oasis.as Me sharing of computer facilities,

Equally important, the government and other users shOuld address
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themseives f,070,efuily to the area of techniod standards. It is well known

that Industr .-3e5 technical standards as a way of segmenting the market

and captur4 parlicular user communities, who after some time find
IveS ith sign,ficant investments that are not transferable to other

serv,ce vendors becausr, of standards problems. An effective market for
technologically based information services cannot exist without the

existence of Suurld user-onented standards.
OTR recognized bete of these needs in the area of Federal Government

commumcat(ons and nas established a long-range planning process for

government communications, to evolve a general architecture governing

those ,7r-Immuniations .5ysteifit:i ussii or operated Dy the Federal
Government. The office hi:is also directed the establishment of a Federal
Teleciommunications Elt,vitArds Committee to accelerate the develop-
ment of user-oriented standards. The National Bureau of Standards has
similar responsibilities for the Federal Government in the 0:-rt,! ocessing

area A close and ett:t.l,ve working relationsh; c.c Dfa,,D established

between the Nabob.- .--tf Standards and ble :-ederal Telecommuni-

oat, t!-,at tht4 _=.7nerg,ng area leprocessIng

car oe effect.:

Privacy
n talking abOut nt !working computers, the subject of privacy

invariably comes T.ne relationship between privacy and networking
technology is a bit compiicated, and hard to cover ,n a brief paper, but a
few points deserve mention.

Before passage of the Privacy Act Of 1974, the linkage of government
fnputers by means of a single ,zommunications network could have led

to a de-facto natio,:,,al data bank, ailowed linkage of different records
con' aining personal information, and reSulted in some sort of national

dosu,er on each c. 'len, The Congress, OTP and others were very
concerned about this possibility. The Privacy Act established new rules

which iimit the situations in which personal information Can be disclosed
Dy any Federal aguncy, and requite an accounting of interagency

disclosure. As long as these requirement-s are built into the design of

inforMation Systems, the threat of deliberate linkage of personal records
by the government is essentially eliminated. Wrat remains is to prevent.
to an acceptable degree, unauthorized access to data from remote
terminals or by other means. This problem is not unique tO comp;rter
networks, but exists in almost any on-line system_ Neither is it unique tO
protecting personal information. All types of financial and proprietary
information require adequate protection against unauthorized access.

Legislation covering general privacy protection in the private sde.i ir 15
not covered by existing Orivy legislation. However, Several Fede Jilts

p 1
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nave been introduced and any states have me,eires under considera-
tion_ Generally 't,ese meas- res do not dictafe specific technological
measures. thour;h some state gills are limited to automated information
systems and thus create something of a double star dard_

Any linking of computers wnic;1 Contain personal i.iform,reon should
examined in vie light of the probable requiremeM to estrict Mc,

oility of unauthorized aCcesS to such information_ This iS especially
an-, situatio in which users oi Ine network L,re afforded a general

ramming capablidy A iegididted requirement to provide such

cr,.tection in the private sector undoubtedly come rcrth tne near

Importance of Rationalizing the loiirrnLoon Intrastriacture
A t least two pacs' tl,f- --shed months of 1975 suggest that
much as :; national product derives from

lot-s.rmahon handling acto.o,-, .tlalso propose the hypothesis that
Art- teina is now a oost industrial ty.:_ciety. in which the production of
s y.oces exGeeds in economic value the manufacturing ot goods_ These

y :dt:ettoons suggest the conclusion that continued improvements
:),_:_eit,ctivity of information handling operations may be an essential

tot-- -short for continued economic growth in the United States. If this
tht:15 is Jue, then the rationalization of our information handling

re ao,.,Jces is a vital national economic priority_
'COM is a leader in developing and applying techniques for

imgrc -ring information handling productivity, There is oo task within the
ihfo- *on sector which is more !mportant or critical at this time_

ROrtrztoces

1 Greenberger et al_ editors, MIT Press 1974, p 23
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GROUP I
PLANNING WITH TECHNOLOGY

1. Strategic planning: national
priorities for higher education
and funding
George Weathersby
Graduate School of Education
Harvard University

2. Strategic planning at the
statewide level: academic,
finances and facilities
Thomas D. Truitt
Assistant Chancel fur
N,J. Departrnent of Hig her

Education

3. Strategic phnning within the
larger university: acadernic,
finances and facilities
William F. Massy
Vice Provost for Research
Stanford University

4. Strategic and tactical
planning for the smaller
institution: academic, f inances
and facilities
Walter Kenwarthy
Program Manager
Exxon Foundation

5. Strategic planning: resol.sce
allocation and responsibility
accounting
Richard M. Cyert
President
Carneg ie-Mel ion U niver sit y

Appendix B
Conference Workshops
and Workshop Leaders

6. Tactical planning for
facilities
Richard Van Horn
V.P. Business Services
Carnegie-Mellon Unr,

7. Operational systems:
student records, admissions and
financial aid
Weldon !brig
Asst, Vice President for A min.
Ohio State University

Alice troy
Vice President for Student

Services
Rutgers, The State University of

N.J.

8. Strategy, tactics and
operational systems for research
administration
Jerold L. Zimmerman
Professor
Grad. School of Management
University of Rochester

9. Operational systems:
fund-raising and development
Bernard Hayden
Administrative Data Systems
Yale University

10. Operational systems: budget
planning and control
Robert W. Manning
Asst. Prof., The Wharton School
University of Pennsylvania
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11. Operational systems: energy
management and automation
Charles Codding
Director of Physical Plant
Bowling Green State University

GROUP II - ADMINISTRATIVE
INFORMATION SYSTEMS FOR
PLANNING

1. National priorltiesfor funding
AIS for higher education
George Weathersby
Graduate School of Education
Harvard University

2. Statewide planning tor MS
Thomas D. Truitt
Assistant Chancellor
N.J. Department of Higher

Education

3. Planning within larger
universities for MS
Robert Ecott
Director
Information Processing Services
Massachusetts Institute of

Technology

4. Planning within smaller
institutions for AIS
Robb Russell
Director of Computing Se i

Bryn Mawr College

5. Transportability of AIS
planning packages (Campus &
RRPM)
Robert R. Caster
Asst. Vice President,

Management & Finance
University of Cincinnati

8. Project management of MiS
development and use
Norman Zachary
Executive Vice President
Data Architects, Inc.
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7. AIS for decentralized
operation and budgetin
Joe 13. Wyatt
Director, Office of Information

Technology
Harvard University

8. Cost/benefit analysis of MS
James Emergy
Executive Director
Pianning Council on Computing

in Education and Research

Y. The introduction Of 415 t
college
Willard Enteman
Provost
Union College

10. AIS information
requirements
Jon Straiiss
Executii.e Director of Budgeting
University of Pennsylvania

11. Stalflngof AIS
Martin Solomon
Director, Computing Center
University of Kentucky

12. Transportability of AIS
operational packages
David Lyons
Controller
Rockefeller University

GROUP III - PLANNING FOR
COMPUTING AND TELEVISION

1. Educational productivity and
technology
Franklin Patterson
Boyden Professor
University of Massachusetts



2. Strategic planning for
television
Seymour Siegel
Director. University Office of

Educat ional Technology
City University of New York

3. Economics of television u
Bruce Lusignan
Dept. of Electrical ications

Engineering
Stanford University

4. Coopdrative programming for
television
Robert McCabe
Executive ice President
miami-Dade Community College

5. Forecasting demand and
stimulating interest in television
Monty Ruth
Office of Educ- lona! Planning

Development
Coast Community College

District

8. Forecasting demand for
on-campus and remote
i;omputing: planning tor a mix of
services including network
computing
John Stephenson
Associate Director
Triangle Universities

Computation Center

7. Budgeting for computing:
centralized or decentralized?
Richard Van Horn
Carnegie-Mellon University

8. Pricing at Computational
services
Norman N iel son
Senior Research Engineer
Stanford Research Institute
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9. Achieving greater technical
efficiency in computing
PhilipJ. K iviat
Te.chnic al Director, Federal

Comput er Performance
Evaluation and Simulation
Center

Mini's versus maxi's
Peter M = Wolk
Former Oirector of Computer

Services
National Inst . for Higher

Education, Ireland

GROUP IV -ISSUES IN
COMPUTING AND TELEVISION
FOR HIGHER EDUCATION

1. Protection and security of
computing resources
Alfred E. Bryan
Vice President
Booz, Al len & Hamilton, Inc.

2. Library networks and
inform at ion dissemination
Glyn T. Evans
Director for Library Services

e University of New York

3. Role of minicomputers in a
distributed network
Rcbert L. A sh enhurst
Director, Institute for Computer

Research
University of Chicago

4. Role of the Federal
Government re computing:
privacy and confidentiality
regulation
Carole Parsons
Assoc. Execut ive Director
Domestic Council Committee on

the Right of Privacy



5. Extending the life of existing
hardware systems
Pauhne Nrat
Computation Center
Carnegie-Mehon University

6 Importing packaged systems
for television
Ken Warren
Director ot Course Acquisition
University ot Mid-America

Computer managed text
processing and printing systems
Richard Jameson
Computer $cience Department
Carnegie-Mellon University
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